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Yol. 111.—May, iyj4.— No. 1.

Art. 1. The Chinese language; ifs antiquity, extensive use, and
dialects; its character, and value; attention paid to it hy Euro-

peans; and the aids and inducements to study it at the present time.

Originality is a striking characteristic of the Chinese language.

Its origin, like tfiat of the people who speak it, is lost in the earliest

periods of postdiluvian history. In its form and structure, as pre-

sented to us in modern times, it stands peerless, an object of wonder,

having no consort or relationship with the other languages of the

earth. The Hebrew lives only in the oracles of the Most High ; it

long since ceased to be a spoken language. The Creek and Roman
languages are found in great purity and perfection in hooks

;
yet

wherever they are spoken among the descendants of those ancient

nations, they, at the present time, differ widely from their original.

The Sanskrit and Pali, if ever spoken hy whole nations, have shared

the same fate. And the Arabic never rose into importance, until the

conquests of Mohammed carried it beyond the confines of Arabia.

Among all these ancient languages, in point of antiquity, if we except

perhaps the Hebrew, the Chinese is unrivaled. It seems to have
sprung up soon after the confusion of tongues, and has always formed
a broad line of demarcation between this and all the other branches
of the human race. Ages have elapsed ; the face of the globe has
been changed

;
new tribes have appeared : and new languages have

been formed
:
yet amidst all these changes, the Chinese language

has undergone few alterations
;
and since the commencement of our

mra, its written idioms have mostly remained unchanged, and the style

of standard works which were published at that period differs very
little from, the common language now used in books throughout all

the provinces of the empire.

It will enable us to form more correct ideas of the nature and impor-
tance of this language, if we pause here for a moment to view the

extent to which it is now used. The language at the present time is

CH : RET : VOL. III. 2
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not only spoken throiiglioiit tlie wliole of tlie dominions of an empire
embracing three Imndred and sixty millions of liuman beings, but is

also extensively used in adjacent kingdoms and colonies, where it has
become the standard language. In Lewchew many of the people
speak and read Cliinese fluently. In Corea, the Cliinese classics are

studied by multitudes, and exert no inconsiderable influence on the

character of a nation which is proud of imitating in manners, cus-

toms and laws, the inhabitants of the celestial empire. In their state

j)apers, their books, and in all the correspondence between persons

of the higher classes, the Japanese also use the Chinese language.

On the south, in Tungking and Cochinchina, it is still more exten-

sively emjjloyed, and a knowledge of it is deemed indispensable for

all ])ersons of rank or influence in society ; it seems to be indeed the

only language used in some ])arts of the latter country. In Camboja,
Siam, among the Laos, and in various islands of the Indian archii)e-

lago, there are many thousands of iidiahitants, chiefly emigrants from
China, who speak the same language. Including then in our survey

idl the ])Cople of these several countries, who employ this one
languago, the numher may. bo

, safely cstimatcfl at four hundred
miih<)iis, scattered over an extent of country which is more than c«|ual

to the wh((le of Europe.

It is very natural to suppose that in passing down through such a

long seWes of-ages and being used over such a wide extent of territory,

the lanoua^e must have underi;one manv chanses and be found at

the present time to dill'er widely in different places : such to a certain

extent is the fact. It will be seen in another article, when we come
to s|)cak of the progress of the language and exhibit specimens of its

ancient and modern forms, that it underwent various modifications in

its infancy and youth. In particular the pronunciation of the lan-

guage has varied greatly in different periods and places. Though the

same standard works are used from one extremity of the empire to the

<)ther, yet there are a great number of dialects, more or less different,

now spoken by the Chinese within their own dominions. These
dialects, however, in common use among the people, are usually con-

fined to t'ery narrow limits and have scarcely any influence on the

body of the language. These two facts—the diversity of dialects,

and the permanency of the main body of the language—are ea-

sily accounted for by a reference to the history of China and the sys-

tem of education which is established througliout the land : in the first

instance, during the early part of her history, China was often divided

into small states, which being hostile to each other, free intercourse

between the remote parts of the nation was prevented; in this way lo-

cal phrases and sounds originated and became established ; hence the

divcrsitij of dialects. In the second instance, every individual who
aspires to office must become familiar with the ancient classics, and

acipiire some knowledge of the style and the pronunciation which

prevail at court and in all the public provincial offices throughout the

(‘inpire; hetwcG i\\G permanency of the national language. Tliere is

.Qnothcr fact which has had no inconsiderable influence in multiplying
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llie niimhcr ol' (ii;ilcct.'= and in iiicieasina’ llicir dit-siniilai ily :— llic

language being de.stilule ol’ an alpliabet, tliere are no ineans^, l)y liie

mere inspection of tile cliaraetcrs on any page, of ascertaining llic

souiuls wbicb ought to be given to lliose cbaraclers. Tliat inetliod,

introduced by foreigners, probably the Cudbists, of employing 1 \m>

known characters in order to cAbibit the sound ol a third, is rarely

employed by the Chinese ; ;md every boy :nid idmost all ol tbo.'e too

who have made con.siderable progress in the knowledge of the lan-

guage, learn from the lips of a teacher the sound of every new cha-

racter they find.

Among the dialects of wbicb we speak there is not the same diiler-

ence as there is among the languages of Hindostan. In some instan-

ce.s they difi’er very inucli from the common language of the empii'e ,

liut often the difference is very slight. It should be observed here that

in considering the dialects of this country, we must keep in mind the

differences in pronunciation as well as those which result from the

choice of characters and the structure of sentences; indeed in many
instances the chief ])eculiarities of a dialect are found to consist in

the pronunciation. In the northern provinces of the empire, the pure

Chinese, commonly called the mandarin dialect, prevails extensively.

It is not to he understood, however, that there are no local words and
phrases even in those places. On the north of China, in districts

bordering on Tartary, a modification of the languane occiisioned by

the domination of the Mantchous is a|)j)arent. And doubtless some-
thing of the same kind of inlluencc may he exerted, tilong all the

frontiers of the empire. In Cliekeang and Kcangnan the difference

between the pure Chinese, (which is there spoken by a very consid-

erable part of the people,) and the local dialects is very striking. In

I’uhkeen and the eastern part of this province the diflerence is still

more remarkable: to an individual who was only actpiainled with the

standard language, the dialect of Fuhkeen, as it is usually spoken,

would be utterly unintelligible. In the soutliwestern provinces of the

empire there is less deviation from the ])ure Cliine.se. The dialect

that prevails in this city hears considerahle reseinhlance to that which
jirevails in the public courts

;
and a person who has a knowledge of

the one with a little attention to the subject will soon he able to un-

derstand much of the other. Beyond tlie frontiers of the empire, in

Cochinchina, Corea, Japan, «&:c.j where the Chinese language is

msed, the local dialects differ from the standard even more than in

Fidikeen.

The simple fact that the language is used by so great a number of

human beings, inhabiting so large a jrortion of the earth, is in itself

a motive which must arrest the attention of enterprising men. Hith-

erto foreigners have neglected this language tar too much, even for

their own interests in a commercial point of vievv
;
they have gen-

erally regarded it as either too difficult to be acipiircd, or as not pos-

sessing sufficient value to he made an object of their thought and
•study. It has however been far otherwise with the Chinese ;

like the

ancient Creeks and Homans—and some of the moderns too—they re-
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gard their own language as vastly superior to all others, not less for

its intrinsic beauty and excellence than for the stores of knowledge
and wisdom which it contains, A thorough acquaintance with it

constitutes with them the highway to honors, emoluments, and
power. Hence they study it with unwearied diligence. In compari-
son with it the language of foreigners (of which they know almost
absolutely nothing,) is a mere unintelligible jargon, unworthy of their

notice. The rules of propriety and the true principles of governing
and tranquilizing the world are found only in their language

; in it

the renovating doctrines of the sages have come down from the re-

mote ages of antiijuity
; and in it they must be transmitted to future

generations; and all who refuse to study and admire it, must forever

be regarded as unlearned, uncivilized, cruel, and barbarous ! We
may smile at tliis national vanity; but at the same time we are con-
strained to admit that on account of its antiquity and extensive use,

the language has a strong claim to our attention. And it is not with-

out value when viewed merely as the repository of ancient historical

facts. Moreover, when contemplated as a curious medium of com-
" municating thought, and as opening a wide untrodden field for philo-

sophical research, it cannot be regarded as unworthy of our notice, or

as holding out no promise of reward, to those who study it and make
it as familiar as their own. In attempting to give our readers an ac-

count of the Chinese language, we would not be so charmed with its

peculiarities, however novel or striking they may be, as to overlook

its defects
;
nor yet so unmindful of its real merits as to depreciate in

the slightest degree its just and lawful claims.

We have already named the grand characteristic of the Chinese
language, which distinguishes it from all the other tongues and dia^

lects of the earth ; we alluded to the formation of the characters,

w hich are not framed from the materials of an alphabet, but consist

of simple lines which are not the representatives of sounds. A person

accustomed only to the alphabetic systems of the west can scarcely

conceive of the possibility ofemploying in writing a separate charac-

ter for every idea, or imagine how ingenuity could ever devise such a

system, and construct for every new object and idea a corresponding

character or symbol. In its present form, the language is very far

from being a system of hieroglyphics ; and in vain do we undertake

to compare it with the Egyptian or Mexican systems; for hitherto

there have not been found in these systems such marks of resem-

blance as will enable us to conclude that they are formed on the

same principles.

The Chinese reduce the number of lines which form their charac-*

ters to as few as seven or eight. The number of characters under

which, as heads of classes, they arrange all others, is only two hun-

dred and fourteen ;
and of these 214 elementary characters not a few

are confessedly compounded of other primary characters. This ar-

rangement into classes is not strictly philosophical ; but having been

once adopted by the Chinese in their national dictionaries, it remains

still in use. The whole number of characters in the language is vert
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j^reat, amounting to several tens of thousands, and ])rohabIy is not

fess than sixty or eighty thousand ;
but those in common \ise scarcely

exceed six or eight thousand; while those which are to he found in

any work of moderate si/e often amount to no more than two or three

thousand. That part of the Chinese penal code, which has been

translated into English, was found by its translator to contain less

than tw'o thousand characters in variety. We have been assured on

good authority, that in ten volumes of the famous San kwo die, the

number of different characters amounts to only 3342 ;
and that in

the version of the Bible by Morrison and Milne, consisting of twenty-

one volumes, the number is only about 3600. It each of the charac-

ters in Chinese expressed only one idea, and was always confmed to

that one, the difficulty of actiuiring a thorough knowledge of them

would be comparatively small
;
but now most of them by being

placed in new positions are made to convey different shades of mean-

ing, and sometimes an entirely new idea. Occasiomdly two or even

three characters are synonymous, and are used for the sake of per-

spicuity ;
in other ct’iscs the characters lose their original meaning

and express a meaning entirely new. It to all this we add the fact,

that the characters are often differently written, it will not appear

.surprising if the language is affirmed to be difficulti and that years

are necessary to enable one to acquire such a know ledge of it as to

be able to read, write, and sjieak it with ease and correctness.

In the spoken language of China, consisting of only about four

hundred and fifty of^vhat have usually been considered monosylla-

bles, there are less than two thousand sounds, and the greatest part

of these can be distinguished only by tones or inflections of the voice.

This topic, which requires a very fnll illustration m order to be dis-

tinctly understood, must also be reserved for a subsequent article; it

is however obvious, and to our purpose to remark here, that this cha-

racteristic of the language increases very much the difficulty of acipiir-

ing a thorough knowledge of it, and shows it to be very defective.

\VIien there exists so small a number of words, (if we may so deno-

minate the syllables and marks which foreigners have adopted to

express the sminds of the Chinese language,) and these arc distin-*

t^uished by nice and very slight intonations, mistakes in understanding

The lant^uage when spoken will frequently occur. The great number

of homophonous characters, which, though differing wholly from

each other in their meaning and form, require to he expressed by

precisely the same English orthography, is a serious impediment in

speaking the language. This difficulty is in part removed by joining

t0 "-ether two words, which have the same meaning but different

sounds, to express a single idea or bbject. Yet notwitlrstandiiig thife

expedient, the language still remains an imperfect colloquial medium.

In acquiring a knowledge of the pronunciation, foreigners afe greatly

embarrassed ; for without a considerable experience they find it diffi-

cult to catch w’ith the ear the nice distinctions in the sounds, and

on the other hand to enunciate so accurately as to be readily under

stood by the native.
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TliC o;i‘ammaticnl sli ucUirc of this language is very simple. It is

not trammeled with the forms and accidents of etymology
; and the

number, case, mood, tense, &c, are expressed by particles without

any change in the noun or verb. And recourse is not had even
to this method in many cases where the genius of western lan-

guages requires it, but the grammatical distinctions or relations

are indicated solely by the ])osition of the several parts of the

sentence or paragraph. This sometimes renders tlie meaning of

a passage or phrase vague and obscure. To a native who is accus-

tomed to e.xpress his thoughts in this and in no other way, few dif-

ficulties occur from this method : to a foreigner, however, it is other-

wise ;
and unless he has made considerable proficiency in his know-

ledge of the language, or has a learned native at hand to aid him in

ins investigations, he is liable freriuently to mistake the meaning of
his author. The syntax of the language is very peculiar, and unlike

that of the alphabetic languages of the west. The facility with wliich

a character may be changed in its meaning from a noun to a verb, or

to an adverb, &c., often occasions the foreigner much difficulty in as-

certaining the meaning of the text. The Chinese writing, being thus

destitute of these prominent features which in other cases have ghen
rise to systems of rules for the agreement and government of word?,

has occasioned some writers to designate it an asyntactic language.

In almost all Chinese composition measured periods, not unlike

blank verse, abound, and are esteemed by the Chinese as a capital

beauty of their language. No author can lay claim to excellence in

writing who cannot produce these periods, fill his pages with antith-

eses, and so round his sentences that they shall correspond with each
other in the number of characters of which they are composed.
Books which are written in the conversational style have usually

fewer of these ornaments than those of a higher order, such as go-

vernment proclamations and those essays which are produced at the

literary examinations. Still, more or less of this characteristic is re-

tained in every kind of composition, and constitutes an essential fea-

ture of the Chinese language. It is very evident that where so much
attention is paid to the form in which ideas are expressed, the free

flow of thought must be greatly checked. Often indeed, ide.as form
the secondary object of consideration, while the mode in which they

are to be expressed claims the first attention in Chinese composition.

There is yet another distinguishing mark of this language, which is

rarely to be met with in that of any other nation. Set phrases, not

unlike our law terms, winch are often repeated and always in the

same sense, abound in the writings of the Chinese. In fact, their

books are filled with apothegms, which are wrought into composition

according to the pleasure of the writer. Thought is stereotyped, and
all the ideas which the Chinese wish to cherish or inculcate are con-

tained in those records which have come down to them from the \e-

ncrable sages of antiquity. Excellence in composition therefore consistii

in arranging anew those orthodox phrases which are to be found

only in their ancient classics. This is true of all kinds of their liter-
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ature. Even poetry, which delights in freedom and glories in inven-

tion, is bound down hv these iron rules. Wo to the poet, or the writer

of any description, who should dare to deviate from the beaten track

which is pointed out to him by the worthies of anti(|uity! ti^uch an

one would be looked on as a heretic, and would he denounced as an

iinfiliai and rebellious subject!

Having now adverted to the principal defects of the Chinese lan-

guage, we ought in justice to speak also of its prominent excellences.

Though less full and sonorous than most of the Indochinese lan-

guages, yet when its measured periods and its tones are carefidly

observed, it is grateful to the ear. There is sometimes, on account

of the choice and position of the characters which form a sentence,

a degree of power and beauty in the .style of the language which dc-

ties translation
;
and very often there is a pith and terseness in the

expressions which are rarely equalled in any language. We ought

not perhaps to expect to find in the writings of this singular pco])le,

the same beauties of style as those which have been jnoduced by

the most eminent scholars of Greece and Rome or modern Europe
;

nevertheless, the Chinese have their own claim to excellence, a claim

which should not and by the impartial judge, will not be rejected.

Chine.se books abound in ingenious expressions, striking illustra-

tions, curious comparisons, and bold metaphors.

The literature of this nation is exceedingly multifarious, and in

some departments it is rich. Few of the old Greek and Roman
writei’s have protiuced such copious and extensive works as the Chi-

nese. The number and variety of authors which have appeared since

the davs of Confucius are very great. Cut in the present degenerate

age, new' productions are rare, and those which are put forth arc

light and trivial, calculated to afibrd very little instruction or real en-

tertainment. The Chinese need a new literature, rich in thought, cor-

rect in sentiment, and pure and elegant in style. But it is a difficult

task so to imitate their idiom as to make new thoughts and senti-

ments interesting and instructive to readers who have always been

accustomed to the formalities of this language. Much study and a

thorough knowledge of their standard works will be necessary, there-

fore, to enable the foreigner to write in such a style as to please and

benefit the Chinese. It should be always kept in mind, that before

a stranger can exercise any control over their taste and sentiments,

he mus^ be able to couch his thoughts in such language as may not

only be clearly and easily understood, but as shall gain for him a

patient and an attentive hearing. This will appear very difficult,

especially when we consider their national pride, and their contempt

of foreigners. We may rest assured, however, that treatises which do

not conform to their idioms w'ill find very few readers, lint if new
and interesting thoughts, pure and elevated sentiments, and above all

the sublime truths of divine revelation are rightly exhibited in a na-

tive costume, then they may have a charm and a power which will

vousc the mind, sw'ay the passions, correct the judgment, and event-

ually work a mental and moral revolution throughout the empire.
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Tlic Chinese need strong excitements to induce them to read tlie

works of foreigners; and great care will he requisite in order to adapt
new treatises to their capacities and wants. Their language dlfl'ers

so widely from all others, that mere translations, except of the sacred

Scriptures, cannot be recommended. But this language is rich in

the variety of its characters and phrases, and capable of conveying to

the minds of men a great diversity of ideas and facts on subjects of

every description.

These considerations, which are the result of long observation and
that not of a single individual, will serve to show the value which we
ought to place on a km^wledge of the Chinese language. Without
this knowledge, the wall which has so long separated this people and
their country from the other nations of the earth, cannot l)e effectually

removed. Such a knowledge will be indispensable to foreigners, and
one of their best auxiliaries, in maintaining an extensive intercourse

with this nation. True, this language, if well understood, will be

deemed valuable to the historian and philosopher on account of the

facts which it brings to their notice concerning the history of a large

portion of our race ; but it is only when we view it as a medium of

communication, by wliich an honorable intercourse can l)e maintain-

ed, and facilities thereby afforded for a wide diffusion of useful know-
ledge, that it appears in its proper importance. It is not in morals
alone that the Chinese are evidently in a lower state now, than they

were in former times ;
they have gone backward also in arts and

sciences ;
and there is perhaps even less enterprise in the nation than

there was a thousand years ago. Nor is it strange, considering the po-

licy of the government, that such should be the fact ; for it has not only

not presented motives to excite and stimulate inventive genius, but

even those which have arisen from natural and incidental causes it

has sedulously counteracted. With all due deference we would ren-

der honor to whom honor is due, nor on any account detract from the

just merits of any one; but we are constrained to believe that it is

the crooked and unnatural policy of government which has caused
so wide a difference between this people and the nations of the west.

Once the Chinese had a far more extensive foreign commerce than

at present, and that commerce might have increased up to the present

period. Their manufactures, which were once so far in advance of

those of most if not all other nations, are utterly unable to compete
with those which are now produced in such abundance by the giant

power of steam. And so it is in most other respects. The inhabit-

ants of this land will never be effectually waked up from tbeir long,

deep slumbers, until a new a?ra is formed in their literature, and they

are excited to think for themselves, and to exchange their galling ty-

ranny and their abominable idolatry for just notions of individual

and national rights and the holy religion of the living God.

We see no prospect, and indeed have no exjiectation, that China
will ever occupy that rank which it ought to hold in the scale of na-

tions, until it feels the influence of some foreign agency. What
agency shall that be? Had that master spirit which a few years ago
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t)ire\v all Europe into consternation, lield on a little longer in liis

career of coinpiest, the exclusive system which is now so frequently

and justly complained of, .might long since have been swept away.

Another such reformer we would never see. We deprecate the idea

of foreign invasion. What agency then shall be employed to re.scue

Ibis nation from its thraldom ? Jlist such an agency as roused Eu‘
rope from the slumbers of the dark ages. The circumstances of the

two cases are not very dissimilar: an ‘emperor^ and a ‘ pope
‘ bands of monks ’ and ‘hosts of mandarins’ are difTefent in name,

but alike in their power and influence; A great majority of the Chi

nese are by no means aware of their real condition; fdr being almost

wholly ignorant of all that is most valuable in other parts of the

world, they are incapable of making a comparison between them-

selves and others, and hence incompetent to judge of thfeir relative

raidi, to estimate their own rrants, or to see the oceasion there is for

improvement. Kangtie, the most enlightened and the most liberal

of all the monarchs of the reigning dynasty, received very much of

his knowledge from the foreigners who were about his court; and had
it not been for the rival interests and overreaching of the Europeans
who were allowed to reside and travel in every part of the empire,-

the advances then made in establishing a free intercoiirse mOst surely

would have been maintained and improved: but bad those men suc-

ceeded in their main point, an emperor’s authority there is feason to

suppose would have been exchanged for that of the pope; and othei

corresponding changes \Vould have followed in the train, and a des-

potism more cruel than had ever before existijd in China would have
been the final result. \Ve argue thus from what we have seen of

papal authority in various other parts of the world as well as here.

Many of the persons who engaged in thOse scenes, and who had in-

fluence with the monarch and his ministers, were well versed in the

langOage of this country ;
but there Were very few of those nicn who

were active in the diffusion of useful knowledge. They attracted the

gaze of the multitude by the splendor of their cefCmOnials, but did

not touch the heart and the consciehce by the force of divine truth ,

hence when reverses came and they were driven from the Countrv,

there was left behind them no seed of the word,- no germ Of the tree

of life. In a moment the whole structure they h:id raised, was
brought doWn to the dust; and there is reason to believe that the

condition of this people is now worse,- and the difficnlties of gaining
access to the country greater, than would have been had the Jesuits

never entered China.

But he this as it ina;y,- if We mistake hot the signs Of the times, a
crisis is rapidly dpprOaching in the affairs of this natiOii

; a revolu-

tion, though it may be long delayed, seems inevitable ; and it nni&f

he effected by a military force or by means of the press. A military

power would not irnpftrve the condition of Society; though it hiigbr

indeed by its desolating course open a way fof the infrOdnCtion of

ihiprovements t on the other hand, a diffusion of knowledge, Which
shall effectually reach the morals and the religion of the nation,- and!

CH l RKP; VOL. III. NO. IV ly
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purify the sources of authority, check the outbreakings of rebellion,

and prevent the infliction of unlawful punishments, would save an
empire from destruction, and place it in its proper rank among the

nations. This dift’usion of knowledge must be effected by a foreign

agency and at no inconsiderable expense. A military conquest would
cause the destruction of thousands of human lives and millions of
property ; but a conquest of principles, the triumph of right reason,

the victory of truth, will cost a far less expenditure of men and means,
w ill be glorious into its results, and carry the blessings of peace, and
the bright hopes of immortality to the multitudes of this nation.

The fact that but little has been achieved affords no occasion for

discouragement
;

for hitherto very little has been attempted. The
study of the language, the very first step to be taken in the great en-

terprise, has hitherto engaged the attention of very few individuals in

Christendom. It will enable us to see more distinctly what is re-

(juired in this respect, if we notice what has been done, and some of
the helps that have been prepared, to aid in the study of the Chinese
language.

The French have taken the lead. Many of the early Romish mis-

sionaries to China were from France ; several of them, under the pa-

tronage of Louis XIV, ‘the true founder of Chinese literature in Eu-
rope,’ became distinguished for their knowledge of the Chinese lan-

guage. The disputes which arose between the Jesuits and the Do-
minicans concerning certain words, phrases, and ceremonies, drew
into this study a number of able men, among whom were Bouvet,

Gerbillon, Couplet, Gaubil, and Pr^mare. The successors of Louis

have been liberal in their benefactions in aid of Chinese literature

;

witness the Grammatica Siuica,, 1’ Histoire desHuns, 1’ Histoiredela

Chine, les Memoirs sur les Chinois,les Lettres 6difiantes et curieuses,

&c. &c. De Guignes, the last of Fourmont’s disciples, died near the

close of the 18th century, and left behind him no successor. And
notwithstanding all that had been done, the Chinese and their lan-

guage and literature sunk fast in the esteem of the French ; for the

intercourse between the two nations was interrupted and almost en-

tirely neglected. Thus the tide of public opinion was setting strong

against the study of Chinese literature, when in 1815 the accom-
plished M. Abel R6musat entered on his course as royal professor in

the French college at Paris. Others have followed, and joined in the

labors of that eminent and lamented sinologue. M. Stanislas Julien

has been appointed his successor as royal professor. In 1815, the

Chinese library at Paris contained more than 5000 volumes : addi-

tions have doubtless been made to it since that time.

Spain, notwithstanding her possessions in Imijonia have brought

her almost within hearing of the Chinese, has done very little and is

doing nothing towards cultivating this language and literature. At

present Spain participates but slightly in the concerns of the celestial

empire. The Portuguese, oh account of their situation in Macao,

have done much more than the Spaniards. From their first approach

to China, more than three centuries ago, they have had excellent
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advantages for acquiring a knowledge of tlie language and literature

of this nation. The study of the Cliinese is now chielly confined to

those who reside at Macao, where the labors of J. A. Gonsalves, in

the college of .St. .Joseph, are worthy of notice. The Dutch, though

for a long time masters of a portion of territory which is now inhabit-

ed and governed by the Chinese, have never distinguished themselves

as students of their language. Russia for the last one hundred years

has enjoyed peculiar facilities for learning Chinese, but surely has

failed to improve them as she ought, either for herself or for the rest

of the world. The school at Naples does nothing for the prornotian

of the study among Europeans : a few Chinese students, cloistered

and trained up in ignorance of every thing except the dogmas of the

Romanists, form the whole establishment. At Berlin, and at some
other places on the continent of Europe, where Chinese libraries have

been collected, a few solitary individuals have engaged in the study

of this langna<rc.

Considering her enterprise, her literary character, and her exten-

sive and long continued intercourse with China, it seems remarkable
that England should so long have neglected the language of this

people. Previous to the embassy of Macartney, not more than one
individual of that nation, so far as we know, ever undertook to acquire

a knowledge of this language. No considerations had beep sufficient

to direct her attention to the study
; and that embassy was obliged to

seek in foreign states those aids which were necessary to maintain

an intelligible intercourse in the mission to the court of Peking. The
younger Staunton, then ‘ of years too tender not to have still occasion

for a tutor,’ was the only European of the embassy who had made
any proficiency in a knowledge of the language. On that oc-

casion, the emperor Kecnlung, in the interview which he gave the em-
buBsador, did not fail to notice the great inconvenience which each
of the parties suffered by being ignorant of the language of the other.

The translation of the penal code of China appeared in London in

1810. At that time, and chiefly with a view to translate the sacred

Scriptures, two individuals, Morrison in China and Marshman in

Bengal, were successfully engaged in studying the language: both
of those men still live, and with others of their countrymen, not to

mention Milne and Collie who rest from their labors, are doing very

much to promote and extend a knowledge of the Chinese language
and literature, and are far in advance even of the French. There are

two or three Chinese libraries in England—which however are left

quite neglected—and a choice collection of Chinese books in the li-

brary of the Anglochinese college at Malacca.
Perhaps we ought not to pass over America in silence. For half a

century past she has driven a thrifty commerce with this people
; we

should say rather that her citizens have done this, and without her
protection, for not even the erection of a flag-staff has been done at

her charge. We would not see her wage war against the Chinese, nor
carry tribute to the son of heaven ; but that she has nothing to do in

opening a freer, more honorable, and better regulated intercourse with
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this nation, vve cannot admit. In sending abroad ministers and con-
suls it is usual and necessary that those functionaries (or others m Iio

accompany them,) should have a knowledge of the language of the

people among whom they are appointed to reside. But in the case in

question, persons possessing such prerequisites could not, we think, be
obtained. There is not, so far as \ve know, more than one individ-

ual in the United States, who even pretends to have any considerable

knowledge of this language, or has ever undertaken the study of it.

A few Chinese volumes may have found their way thither, and lexi-

cographers and philologists have doubtless obtained the principal

grammars and dictionaries which have been put forth by European
scholars. A few Americans now in the east are engaged in the study

of the language ;
but they have entered on the work at the elevcntli

hour ;
what will he their success remains to he seen.

We shall not undertake in this place to characterize the several

works which have been prepared and published with a view to aid in

tlie study of the Chinese language ; an enumeration of the principal

grammars, dictionaries, &c., is all that we shall attempt. These
works are not numerous ; and several of them have been written and
sent into the world under not a few disadvantages, arising chiefly

i'rom the p^uli;ir difficulties of the language. Enough however has
been done in this department to encourage those who have engaged
in the work to persevere, and to invite and warrant others to enter a
field where so much remains to be accomplished. As a curious work,
we notice first a Chinese grammar in Spanish by Francisco Vuro,

which was printed at Canton in 1703, on native paper with wooden
blocks, and without the Chinese characters. Bayer’s Museum Sini-

cum appeared in 1730. Breitkopf’s Exernplum typographiae Sinicac,

figuris characterum e typis mohilibus compositum, was published at

Leipsic in 1789. The Chinese dictionary of Basile, edited by De
(jtuignes, by order of Napoleon, appeared in Paris in 1813. Marsh-
man’s Chinese grammar was printed in Serampore in 1814. The
next year, Morrison’s grammar was issued from the same press

;
and

his dictionary, in six volumes, came from the honorable E. I. com-
pany’s press at Macao, between 1815 and 1822. llemusat’s gram-
mar was published at Paris, in 1822. In 1831, Premare’s Notitia

liinguaj SinicsB came from the press of the Anglochinese college,

Malacca. A dictionary by Gonsalves was printed at the college of

St. Joseph’s Macao, 1833. Two new works are now in the press

;

one of them is a dictionary of the Fuhkeen dialect, by Mr. Medhurst,

qnd is being printed at the honorable company’s press at Macao
; tim

other is an English-Chinese dictionary, edited by Mr. Gutzlaft', and is

in the press at Serampore.

The inducements to undertake the study of the Chinese language

at the present time, are numerous and such as camiot escajre the

notice, nor fail tp interest the attention of discerning men. It is in

vain for us now to fold our arms and look back to the time when the

>vhole world was of one speech, and sigli over the folly^ of those who
papsed the Almighty to come down in displeasure and confoum^
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tlicir language nnd scatter tlieiii al)ioad upon the face of tlie wliolc

earth. All the tribes of our race in their long separation from one

another have often been in perplexities and di.stresses, .and as if the

natural ills which flesh is heir to were not enough, they have fiend-

like, or rather manlike, set upon each other, and the great and pow-
erful ones of the earth have often employed their energies in human
butchery and gloried in their success. But God has made of one blood

all the nations of men. And surely as the knowledge of him is to

fill the whole earth and peace become universal, so surely will China
be brought into the family of nations, to associate, to sympathise and
to act with them. 8o great a change however cannot be eflected

without elTorts, and these must be put forth by the men of Christen-

dom The advantages which will result from such a change will be

numerous ; and hence the strong inducements to learn the language

of this people. Whether we regard the subject in a commercial, poli-

tical, literary, or religious point of view, there is, we think, no fo-

reign language, which holds out to the people of the west so many
considerations for studying it as the Chinese.

Every one who is at all acquainted with China knows that the com-
mercial relations between this country and the rest of the world

stand on a very bad footing. We do not deny that the trade under
all its embarra.ssments is highly lucrative : but it might be made vast-

ly more productive. Let the whole of Europe be placed under the

sway of one man, and all the foreign commerce be restricted to

Cadiz; then the people of the west would be able to judge of the

policy of the (.'hinese empire. And the trade is not only restricted

to an extreme port of the country, but is chiefly in the hands of a few
individuals and subject to regulations that cannot endure the light.

We will not undertake to enumerate the many petty annoyances and
illegal impositions to which it is exposed. Now in order to remove
these evils and to place a most important branch of commerce on a

good foHiidation, at once permanent and secure, access must be had
to the sources of authority. Except Russia, none of the nations

of tlie earth have any fixed relations with China. But why on that

account do they stand at such an awful distance from her? Why may
not the ships of Europe and America visit the Chinese waters, sail

along the coast and enter the ports and rivers of thjs wide empire I

Are not such w'aters the highway of the nations ? Have the nations

sold or forfeited their birthright ? On what principle then, or for

what reason, are their ships when they approach these shores, except
at a given [loint, ro be instantly driven away ? The means liitherto

employed to negociate with the monarch of this land have utterly

failed, and recourse must now be had to others. And what shall they

be? Not swords ; nor bayonets ; nor yet navies, unless they arc prepar-
ed w ith means by which they can make known fully their washes and
ilieir purposes. Witness, for example, the means—consisting of
men and books—with which the Lord Amherst was furnished in

her visits to Amoy, Fidichow, Ningpo, and Shanghae. Let the press

be made to speak, until the Chinese shall understand the character,
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the wislies, the rights, tlie purposes, and tlie strengtli of foreigners
;

then they may condescend, nay, be glad to negociate.

What is requisite, therefore, in order to establish proper commer-
cial and political relations with the Chinese, is made to depend in

no small degree on a knowledge of their language. Hence arise the

strong inducements to learn the language and study the literature

and the laws of this nation. But there are other still weightier con-
siderations which urge us to seek for an acquaintance with the Chinese
language, that thereby we may gain a knowledge of their manners and
customs, and their moral and religious systems. Let a decree go
forth and let it be executed through the whole of Europe or America,
or both, that every temple of the Most High shall be thrown down,
that every copy of the holy Scriptures shall be destroyed, and all

the ordinances of our holy religion annulled and forgotten
;

let su-

perstitions come and every species and accompaniment of idolatry
;

and let the whole multitude of the people and the rulers bow down and
worship wood and stone : then the lands of Christendom would be-

come like pagan China; and England, Scotland, France, Germany,
and America would be enveloped in thicker darkness than they were
fifteen hundred years ago. And how have those lands, now so

highly favored of heaven, been brought to their present enlightened

and elevated state? By what instrumentality are they at the present

time urged on with such amazing velocity in the march of improve-

ment? By a variety of cause.s no doubt; but letters have formed the

grand media by which science and divine truth have been made to^ h i n

e

on those nations. And the same instrumentality must be em-
ployed here. Viewed in this light, a knowledge of the Chinese lan-

guage rises into an importance and gathers around it an uitcrest

which no peu can ever describe.

Art. II. The Chinese written language : origin of Chinese writing

;

six classes of symbols or characters; various modes of writing;

names of characters in the national language, and the orthography

best adapted for representing the sounds in English ; inodern divi-

sions of the characters into tribes ; list of the heads of tribes, com-

monly called radicals or keys.

In the preceding article we have spoken of the antiquity of the

Chinese language, and the wide extent of country throughout which
it is employed. Its present extensive use is confined, however, to the

written medium of which we have now to speak. As a colloquial

medium, its idioms and pronunciation have at all times been subject

to change ; and the variations in both these respects are now very

considerable in dift'erent provinces and kingdoms where it is spoken.

It is the peculiar structure of the Chinese written language, its nota-

tion, if we may so say, of ideas, that has for so lotig a period pre-
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served it almost inviolate from the hand of lime and tlie ravages of

frequent anarchy. The best idea of its nature will he derived from a

comparison suggested by the expression we have just used. The pri-

mary characters of the Chinese language, though they originated in

hieroglyphic writing, are now mere .symbols; the nature of which is

nearly the same as that of the Arabic numeral figures, in almost

universal use for the purpose of arithmetical notation
;
and like

these they may be adopted into the langnage of any nation. Thus
the symbolical character A., which denotes a man, possessing in it-

self none of the representatives of sound, of which the words in al-

phabetic languages are compounded, may, with equal propriety, be

pronounced by the Chinese jin, by the Japanese nin, by the Roman
homo, or by the Greek uy-^paxoi. Like these numerals, also, the

symbolic characters of the Chinese language admit of the combina-
tion of two or more primary characters to represent a single idea.

There are many compound characters in Chinese which resemble in

their nature such combined forms of notation as 32,55,304, and so

forth. Both these—their elements however arbitrary being under-

stood—present to the eye a definite idea. Thus in Chinese, sig-

nifies not, and jE denotes straight. Arbitrary as these symbols ap-

pear, yet when known, the combination of them in one character

immediately suggests the idea of crookedness.

But when we come to examine further the characters of the Chi-
nese language, we find that in one important point they differ from
the numeral figures of the west. These latter, in whatever way com-
bined, can never indicate sound, while of the Chinese characters a

large proportion are in part, of a syllabic nature. They are formed
from the union of idea and sound. This is attributed by Chinese
philologists to the imperfection of the symbolical system, ‘to which,’

they say, ‘ there are limits, but to the syllabic system there are no
limits.’ Hence, when it was found impossible to represent words by

symbols, unless such as should be of an altogether arbitrary nature,

the plan was suggested of combining existing symbols in such a way
as to indicate sounds. These combined symbols were rarely more
than two in number, the one a representative of sound, the other

usually of a generic character, expressing some quality or jiroperty'

of the thing to be denoted. The sound indicated by one of the com-
bined symbols was the same as, or similar to, the pronunciation in

the colloquial language, of the word for which a written syrnhol was
to be found. Thus, in the colloquial language k?cei signified the

cassia tree. To form a hieroglyphic symbol for this tree was impos-
sible, as without accurate representation its symbol could not l>e dis-

tinguished from that of any other tree. Recourse was therefore had
to the syllabic system. The combination of the generic symbol for

tree, with an existing symbol which had the sound of kwei, produced
a character sufficiently definite, and which expressed in a single word
‘ the kwei tree.’ In this way a great majority of the Chinese cha-
racters have originated. The sound is however in many cases only

similar; and moreover characters may appear to be formed of sylla-
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bic symbols, which in point of fact are not so. While therefore a

great degree of probability as to the sounds of characters may be ob-

tained by mere inspection, there is not, we believe, a single instance

in which the sound can it) this way be determined with certainty.

There are a few instances of a near approach to—in fact almost

an inadvertent arrival at—an alphabetic system. For example, there

is a character me, (No. 7566 of Morrison’s dictionary, syllabic part,)

which is compounded of the characters mo and fe. If the conso-

nant which commences the first, be joined to the vowel terminating

the last, of these words, we find the sound of me produced from their

union. And this can hardly be considered a fortuitous circumstance,

as the two component characters bear no relation to the primary sig-

nification of the compound. Indeed this system of indicating the

sounds has in modern times been introduced into the Chinese diction-

aries, as we have reason to suppose, from the Sanskrit, to which also

we may perhaps be indebted for the characters of which we have just

given an example. But supposing them to be the invention of a

Chinese, the circumstance is easily accounted for, by the fact that

characters of a syllabic nature have been introduced at various times

and in various places
;

it would not be surprising, therefore, if a per-

son should advance to a knowledge of an alphabetic system, and form
a few characters on its principles, and yet, having no reason to hope
that he should be able to bring it into use, refrain from communica-
ting to others the knowledge which he had attained.

The syllabic division of the language, which is by far the largest,

is the only one now open for the introduction of new characters. To
it we are indebted for the characters, usually called vulgar, which
have been adopted in various provinces to express words peculiar to

their own dialects.

These remarks serve to show, what we have now further to eluci-

date, that the majority of characters of the Chinese language are not,

in their origin at least, arbitrary. They plainly originated in a sort

of picture writing, a rude attempt to sketch the resemblance of mate-

rial objects or to depict some peculiar property ofthem. They were
hieroglyphics ;

but, gradually modified for greater convenience of

writing, or for purposes of ornament, they have become mere sym-
bols. On this point we are told, by an able writer in the Tungcho,
a Chinese cyclopaedia, that “ writing and drawing have the same
origin ; but drawing regards the complete forms of objects, while writ-

ing attends only to their general resemblances
; drawing consists in

many strokes, but writing only in a few. Both resemblances and
complete forms can be drawn

;
but without the art of drawing, there

can he no writing.”

We have no reason to suppose that any specific system for the

formation of hieroglyphics was adopted by Tsanghee, who is the re-

puted inventor of Chinese writing. He is said to have derived the

first ideas which led to this important invention from careful observ;*-

tion of the varied forms in nature ; or as the Chinese somewhat
childishly express it, from remarking the diversified shades on the back
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of a tortoise, t lie fortuitous traces left in the iinprcssioii of a horse’s

hoof, the transformations of clouds, and the varied positions of tfle

stars. Considering the early period in which he lived, nearly at the

coiunienceinent of the settlement of China by the ancestors of its

present inhabitants, if not anterior to that time, it is not probable that

Tsanghce proceeded much beyond the first step in hieroglyphic writ-

ing—that of forming rude pictures of natural objects. The philolo-

gists of later times have, however, divided the characters of the lan-

guage into six classes. And at a still later date these have been fur-

ther subdivided to a very considerable extent. The following are the

six classes commonly called luh shoo, ‘ the six writings.’

1. Figures bearing a resemblance to the forms ot material objects,

expressed by the words seang hing. This class needs no further

elucidation than is given by the following examples.

(£) J 7^
Sun. Moon. Hills. Eye. Child. Horse.

JVoic written

^ M iL H ^
2. Figure pointing out some property or relative circumstance

—

expressed by the words che sze. Thus, the sun just above the hori-

zon denotes morning; and the moon but half appearing signifies

evening, when the sun has but just set. The rest of the following

examples strike the eye more plainly.

© ^ -1. T A
Morning. Evening. Above. Below. Union. Center.

Now written

^ ^ _t T A
3. Combinations of ideas—hwuy e, consisting of two, and in a

few cases three, figures or symbols, united to represent a single idea,

’riius the union of the sun and moon expresses brightness
;
a tree or

piece of wood in a door-way denotes obstruction ; two trees stand for

a forest ;
the junction of eye and man points out the idea of seeing ;

two men seated on the ground exhibits the act of sitting ;
and the

combination of self and ruling shows forth the imperial power of

heaven, as well as of heaven’s earthly vicegerent, the emperor.

M u n
Bright. Obstructed. Forest.

Now
To see.

written
To sit. Emperor.

CH : REr :—voi.. III. NO. t.
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4. Inverted si^nlitcatioits— chueti clioo—represented by inverted

delineations of symbols, either in whole or in j)art. Wlien the sii>-

nificatjon of the synihols is altered by the subtraction or addition of

strokes, such symbols are also considered as pertaining to this class.

In the following examples the inversion of form and of idea is com-
plete. In the last, however, the original signification is now lost.

^ H
Right hand. Left hand. Sundered

(threads.)

Now written

^ ^
5. Symbols uniting sound—keae siting—that is, compound cha-

racters, in which .symbols representing the collotjuial sounds by which
objects are named are combined with other symbols expressing some
general property o-f the same objects. This has been more particular-

ly explained above. AVe subjoin but two examples. The first is

compounded of a symbol pronounced ngo and another signifying a
bird ; hence, the ngo bird or goose. ,'I'he second is cpmpourulcti of

the symbol for water :ind the sound ko, from which we derive the

similar sound ho^ a river.

II t
Continuous. Body. Turned

(body.)

C. Borrowed uses—keii tseay, This class includes both accommo-

dation and metaphor; of the first we have an instance in the symbol

'for a written character, which is that of a child nurtured under a co-

vering ; characters being considered as the well nurtured otTbjiring of

I’ieroglypliics. Of metaphoric uses of words we have an example in

the symbol for mind, the original use of which, to signify the ma-

terial heart, is now almost forgotten.

(fl ^
A written character or symbol. The heart, the mind.

Noio written

]\Ietaphors lieiiig common to all languages, and iipt having any

peculiar property in Chinese, no further elucidation ol them is here

necessary. But of the borrowed or accommodated use of w ords one or

tw;o more exainples may be useful. The w'ord is^oo or c/i‘oo (Mor-

rison’s Diet. No. 1’441) denotes the beginning. It is formed from a

ponibination of characters 'which indicate the culling out of garments;
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its original siifiiification was, tliorcforo, fl>e coinnifiicnnicnt of tlic tai-

lor’s work, in course ot time, however, this .sigiiHication lia.s been

merged in the more general ineaniug w hieli it has received by accom-

modation. Again, >utn was the doleliil cry of a species of bird
; by ac-

commodation it received tlie general signification of trouble or sorrow
;

and by further accommodation it is now more commonly used to

indicate one of the chief causes of sorrow, namely difTiculties. Such

appropriations arc numerous in Cliiiiese—much more so probably

than in any of the languages of Euroiie*

We give the following statement of the number ofsymbols belong-

ing to each of the six classes, according to the calculations of Ching-

tseaoii ill the Tungche, which work we have chiefly followed m the

remarks we have made on this siibjecti The opinions of Chinese

philologists arc, however, very various.

1. Imitative symbols, seaug hing, -

Indicative symbols, die sze, - -

Symbols combining idea.s, hwuy c.

Inverted symbols, ebuen choo,

Syllabic symbols, keaii shing,

‘ (iOS

- 107
- 740
- 37-4

21,S10

2 .

3.

4.

5.

0. Metaphoric symbols, kea tseay. - . - oQS
Of the filth class, Chinotseaou says, that the symbols, were too nume-
rous to reckon, and that the number he has given was far from in-

cluding them all. AVc may be assured, however, that the numbef
given, considerably exceeds the number of really useful characters.

Under one or other of the above classes all the characters of the Uhi-

nesc language are to be found. The first two, in the opinion of Chi-

nese philologists, comjirise hieroglyphics, of characters which depict

objects either in whole or in part; the next three comprise mere sym-
bols, which, though not altogether arhitrary, yet db not indicate their

meanings hy any e.xtcriial resemblances to the objects denoted; and
the last is regarded as perfecting all the rest. This clasdlication, we
liave said, is an invention of comparatively modern date. Like the

grammatical rules of languages, it was introduced to arrange whgt

.already existed, but bad no influence upon the original formation of

words. Some Chinese have, however, contended that all the ancient

characters of their language were formed according to fixed rules ;

but the more sensible among them deny this, and shovV the incor-

rectness of this opinion, by adducing multiplied instances of various

modes of forming the characters, current not only in different ages,

and among distant states, but even in the same region and within a

single generation ;
from which they infer the absence of fixed rules.

The introduction of printing and the compilation of dictionaries

have ixiveti to the modern characters a greater degree of certaintv.

V et there are still many for which various modes of writing exist,

arising froni accidental circumstances, or from cOnfusion occasioned

by resoiiiblance in the forms of characters. In some cases such slight

variations in form arc not without reference to signification, different

modes of writing the same character being used to ropre.-'cnt ditVer-

eut shades of moaning. Of these variations, some have arisen front
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necessity or rather convenience, and have been made lor the purpose
of simplifying the forms of very complicated characters; others have
originated in different tastes of learned men, by whom it has been
sometimes thought that the meaning of a character could be better

represented by a new combination of symbols, different from what
tvas generally in use ; others again hare arisen from caprice

;
some

have been introduced for the purpose of abbreviation
;
and some fiym

ignorance. All these differences in form are by European sinologues

called varimifs. They may be arranged under the following classes ;

1. correct forms ; 2. ancient forms, sometimes adopted by pedantic
w'liters

;
3. synonymes in which, the juxtaposition of the component

parts is changed, or even a wholly different form is adopted, while
all the significations remain the same ; 4. similar words agreeing
only in some particular significations

; 5. vulgar forms ; and 6.

abridged forms. For example, instead of the correct form of the

ancient form ^is sometimes used
; ^ and differing only in the po-

sition of the parts, are synonymous ; so also are^ and in which
one of the component parts is varied, but here the two characters are

commonly used as distinct; they both have two significations, to

measure, and to speak ; for the first the latter form is now almost

exclusively employed ; again and though totally different in

form are but different modes of writing the same character. Of the

4th class are and 1*, which agree only in the signification of

heaping up earth. Vulgar forms are common
;
thus for the vul-

gar form is often written. Abbreviations are also numerous in

books of light literature, and especially in common ballads, ns well

as in quick writing. Such is ^ for a line being drawn to sup})ly

the place of four dots. All these varieties of writing are more or less

admitted into the dictionaries
;
so that the difficulties which they are

calculated to present to unassisted students are in a great degree

overcome. This is not, however, the case with many corrupt and
erroneous forms of writing, which are wholly unsanctioned.

In the study of these variants, care should be taken not to confound
characters which differ only in one or two strokes ; these are often

entirely different in signification. In observing characters slightly

modified in their component parts, they should never be considered

variants, unless the parts Avhich give meaning be nearly synonymous..

For instance, the symbols for wood, herb, and bamboo are often used

indiscriminately in the composition of variants; but the symbiffs for

earth and water can enter into the combination only of characters

that have no similarity of meaning.
In addition to variations in the forms of particular characters, dif-

ferent styles of writing, affecting the appearance of all characters,

have been at various times introduced, which resemble in their nature

our distinctions of black letter, roman, italic, script, &c. The
changes in these have been in part occasioned by changes in the imple-

ments of writing. In the time of Confucius they used pieces of bam-
boo pared thin and smooth, and also leaves and reeds, such as are still

in use in Ceylon, Malabar, and among the priests of Budha in Bur-
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mall, Siam, and other coirntries. On these, cliaraeleib were drawn
hy means of a sharp pointed stick or iron sule, and sometimes with

varnisli. Silk and cloth were afterwards employed, and to write on
them, pencils made of various kinds of hair were introduced, about

300 years before our era. In the first century of our era, paper was
invented. It has been made of various materials

;
the best and most

common kinds now in use are made from the thin bark of bamboo.
The ink known by the name of India ink, which is now universally

employed in China and the Indochinese nations iVas first brought

into use in the seventh century of the Christian era.

The various styles of writing now known are six. From this emi-

meration we exclude the fanciful ancient form called k'o tow, or
‘ tadpole-headed,’ in which all the strokes were mad^o terminate in

a form similar to what is described by its name. Of this form few
examples now exist. Of the six styles, specimens are given on the

opposite page. Their names are the following.

1. The Chuen shoo. This, from its present most common use,

has been called by Europeans the seal character. Next to the original

hieroglyphics, it is the most ancient style of writing, and includes

many varieties, either fanciful inventions, or modifications of various

ages ; its chief distinctions however are two, the greater and the in-

ferior chuen. The former belongs more exclusively to seals or stamps,

and an example of it as so used is given at the end of the opposite

plate. Of the latter, which is frequently used for ornamental in-

scriptions and preface.s to books, as well as for seals, a specimen is

given in the first column of the plate.

2. The Le shoo, style of official attendants. This was introduced

in the Tsin dynasty, near the commencement of the Christian era.

It was formed for the use of writers in the public offices, and has de-

rived its name from this circumstance. It is now chiefly used for

inscriptions and prefaces of works. See a specimen in the second
column.

3. The Keae shoo, pattern style. This has been formed hy the

gradual improvements of good writing; and from it all the modern
forms have originated. A Chinese can have no claim to literary

merit among his countrymen who cannot write neatly as well ax
correctly in this style.

4. The Hing shoo. This may be literally translated the running

hand, and to a certain extent it is so; but it does not admit of perfect

freedom. The pencil may he carried from stroke to stroke, without

being raised from the paper; but no forms of abbreviation unauthor-

ized by the dictionaries may be introduced, nor may any of the com-
ponent strokes of a character be thrown out. It is the common hand
of a neat writer ; and is frequently used in prefaces of books.

5. The Tsaoutsze. This name is given to a freer description of

running hand than the preceding. It is full of abbreviations, w'hich

render it very difficult even to a well-educated native. Not only are

abbreviated forms adopted, but even from them many lines are throw m
out, and the pencil may be carried from character to character almost
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od libUnin. This style is partially employed in the ordinary writing

of tlic man of business
;
but to understand it fully, requires a particu-

lar study of it. Its chief use is therefore in inscriptions, and somc-

iiiues also in prefaces, particularly those of aged writers.

6. The Sung fe, style of the Sung dynasty. This was intrexluced

as a more elegant form of printing than any of the others, under the

dynasty wliose name it bears. Printing in China, by means of carved

wooden plates was invented in the early part of the tenth century.

The Sung family obtained the supremacy about 40 years after; and

this style of writing was gradually formed, during the period that it

retained the throne. Siuee that period we believe no material altera-

tions have taken place in it.

The almost exclusive use of several of these styles for ornamental

inscriptions and prefaces, is a point which requires some e.xplanation.

The Chinese hold writing in great esteem, and regard their own
written characters as highly elegant. Owing to the long period dur-

ing which printing has been known among them, and the peculiar

literary institutions of the government, they are also a reading peo-

ple. Hence, the multiplicity of inscriptions (not always unaccom-

panied by landscapes and historical sketches,) which are hung up in

their houses, occupying the place that pictures do among us. And
these are so common, that they are rarely wanting even in the boats,

which form the habitations of so large a population in Canton and

some other maritime ports. Tiie same esteem for writing induces a

peculiar fondness for autographs of learned men, a fondness which

is easily gratified, in consequence of the facility which their mode of

printing affords for taking off facsimiles, in which indeed it is no way
inferior to lithography. Hence originated the custom among learned

authors of writing their prefaces in antique and curious styles, to exhibit

the elegance of their peiiinansliip
;
and this custom is still preserved,

although in most instances, such writing is now performed by tran-

scribers for the press, who study handwriting as a profession.

Jn the mutual relation of the written and oral languages there is a

striking characteristic, which is we believe peculiar to the Chinese

and a few cognate tongues. The assertion is common that they are

altogether distinct languages anol that the cliaracters are not jiictureS

of spoken words, nor the words the vocal utterance of written cha-

racters—“ le premier [le caract^re] n’est pas lepeinture du second[le

mot], ni le second I’expression du ])remier.”* If by this it be meanf
that the words written and spoken do not bear precisely the same re-

lation to each other as they do in alphabetic languages, the statemenf

must be admitted. But if it be meant that sound has no place in

the formation of the Chinese characters, we must refer those who
would adopt the opinion to the fifth class of symbols, of which we
have spoken above. These, which arc partly ofa syllabic and partly

of an ideographic nature, are far more numerous than the characters

of anv otlier class. If they be deprived of the power of representing

('iramiiiniif' rhiiioisp, par Abel Rt’ninsnt. p. 2k
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sound, in sucli partial degree, they become little better than mere ar-

bitrary symbols, for their ideographic power is almost invariably of

a gem ral character. Under such circumstances, to attain a know-
h dge of any very considerable number would reipiire an extraordi-

nary exertion of memory.
liut this, we would say from experience, is not the case ; and the

Icgree in which they represent sound is of great assistance to the

choiar, especially to the Chinese who has the words of the oral lan-

rnage already in hismemory From this we infer that pronunciation

does bear a conspicuous part in the Chinese written language. That
such is the ca.se appears more evidently from the fact, that variations

in meaning are attached to the same character according to the tone

of voice with which its name is pronounced.

It is not therefore total absence of the representatives of sound
in the written language which constitutes the characteristic difference

between it and the oral language; for such representatives are want-

ing only in the primary characters, or those of which the component
jiarts are wholly ideographic. But the difference arises from the al-

most monosyllabic nature of the spoken words, and the combined
ideographic and syllabic nature of the symbols. The first, owing to

the paucity of monosyllabic sounds, renders it necessary to join tw o

or more synonymous words to express one idea, in speaking; while

iu writing, the ideographic portion of symbols affords means of distin-

guishing them, so that only one such term is usually sufficient to ex-

press the same thought.

But this will be rendered plainer by an example. Utider the syl-

lable chin in the second part of Morrison’s dictionary we find 87
characters having fundamentally the same pronunciation, though
slightly varied by the use of different tones of voice. Such intona-

tions, it is evident, can produce but a few intelligible distinctions, and
many characters must still be pronounced precisely the same. The
coml)ination of such words with other synonymous words becomes
therefore necessary in the oral language. But this proves nothing

as to the use of sounds also in the written language. This point caii

easily be placed in an equally clear light. The first in order of the

87 characters arranged under the syllable chin is one signifying

bushy hair
;

it is followed by tw'enty others, into the composition of

each of which it enters. If its use in them be not altogether arbitrary,

then it must be employed either as an ideographic or a syllabic .sym-

bol. We will give the significations of its compounds, and leave the

reader to judge in what way it is employed. Of the character itself

the only signification is that already given—-bushy black hair, which
by the Chinese is considered ornamental. Slightly modified in

form, the character denotes newly fledged; joined with the symbol
for hand, it signifies to grasp ; with that for a gem, or for gold, it

means precious ; with the symbol for a field, it represents a raised

pathw.ay around a field ;
in conjunction with the symbol of the sun,

it signifies brightness
;
with that of disease or of flesh, it denotes a

species of cutaneous eruption
; with that of stone or rock, ruggedness

;
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with that of the eye, visual dullness
; with that of the ear, auricular

perception; joined with the symbol of silk, it represents a twisted

cord; with the symbol of raiment, it signifies thin garments
; with

that of words, it denotes examination ; with that of walking, rapid

approach; with that for wheeled carriage, it denotes a portion of

a cart ;
with that of head, partial baldness, &c. ; with that of horse,

an overburdened steed
;
with that of hair, long hair ; and with the

symbol black, darkness.

We need not pursue this subject any further. Our object in the

above remarks has been to show that a knowledge of the sounds is

in some degree necessary in the study of the written language, and
consequently that in treating of our present subject, some attention

should be paid to the names of the characters in Chinese, and to the

orthography adapted to express in English, the sounds of the na-

tional language. The diflerent provincial variations must be reserv-

ed to another time.

The words of the Chinese language are for the most part mono-
syllabic. A considerable number, however, from the coalition of two

or more distinct vowel sounds are rather of a polysyllabic nature. In

the national language the sounds rarely commence with a perfect

vowel, in theory they never do so ; their terminations are in all cases

either vowels, diphthongs, or nasals. There are several (sounds in

Chinese which cannot be correctly represented by the letters of any

European alphabet. These sounds must be described, and as near

a representation given as possible.

The following are the vowtIs and other final sounds, in the English

order of the alphabet.

a and «; the first has nearly the same sound as the a in calm; the

short a when terminating a syllable is like a very rapid pronuncia-

tion of the interjection ah
;
joined to a nasal, it occupies a middle

place between the sounds of hang and hung, inclining sometimes

to the one and sometimes to the other.

py is the same as in the words may, day, »fec.

e is the same as in me, he, or as the ee in see ; when preceding

another vowel, as een, its sound is that of y in yell,

f or eh is like the sound of e in pet, met, «fcc.

eih is a sound resembling the short i in pit, fit; this orthography has

been adopted in Morrison’s dictionary, but has not been employed

uniformly throughout tliat work.

(u is a difficult sound ;
it resembles a protracted French u, and by

French sinologues has been represented by the letters hi.

ew has the same sound as in the words few, hew.

ih is a peculiar sound; it is nearly the same as that of i in fir, sir; or

that of c in servant. In Morrison’s dictionary it has been con-

founded with the sound of eih, by an occasional inadvertent use of

the letters ih to express that sound.

0 has the open sound of o in gp, so, &c. ;
it sometimes approaches

to the sound of the German o.

0 has the short sound of o in cot, spot.
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00 lias tlic lengthenoc! sound tliatis found in tlie M^ords pool, cool, &c.
ow is a closer sound than that reprcs«nted hy the same letters in

English
;

it appears to he compounded oi" the shortest sound of «,

fpiicUly gliding into that of oo.

«, standing alone as a final, has the French sound of that letter
;

combined with nasals, its sound is nearly that of in bull.-

ue represents a sound resembling that of il in cut, but more protracted.

Jih represents the short sound of u in jnit.

uy is a peculiar sound, resembling the S'ound of t/i in Huid, and in

the French pluie.

The above are mostly simple afticulations. In conjunction tVith

the nasals w and »g, the vowels produce—
an, an, djig, and dng, which are pronounced according to the sounds

of their respective vowels already explained.

CM, sounded as in pen, men, or sometimes I'tearly as an in ant.-

in and ing, soundetl as in sin and sing.-

un and ung, iironounced agreeably to the sound of the letter u in

bull. The sound of i/ii is often confounded with that of an.

From the union of two or more vowels in the final, the following

additional sounds arc produced, generally pronounced as two of

three short syllables, gliding quickly into each other, aS in Iluid.

dc, like the Greek at in xai.

do, or don, requires a ipiick but distinct enunciation of each vowel,
ed, like the sound of ya, never that of the diphthong in English.
eae edng eauu eay ce or ye ecn

is a difficult sound, approaching to that of uy given above.

Co, due, cuen, culi, cun, cting, u-dofood, ivd, iode, lodn.

Wan, 7vdng, wdng, u'ei, 100, wn, 2000^ wuh.

The various syllables (as the significant sounds of the Chinese lan-

guage have been called, on the supposition that it is a true monosyl-
labic language,) are formed by prefixing to the above finals, the fol-

lowing initial sounds.

ch soft, as in the words chat, cliaste.

chh, a hard and aspirated modification of the preceding sound.

f, the same sound as in English.

/(, before a, e, 0, 00, and their compounds, is a strong guttural

aspirate;- it has no sound exactly corresponding to it in English,

but resembles the Hebrew H hheth.

h, before has a hissing sound, as if followed by a y

;

thus he. is

pronounced like ye preceded by a spiritus asper, 'ye.

j or zh, is like the French y in jamais; it is liable to be confounded
with y as in Dutch.

k is the same as in kick, kid, or as c hard in cat, calf.

kh is a guttural and aspirated sound, similar to the tiebrew 3
and Greek x-

I, 722 and 21 are the same as in English.

ng is a nasal, having the same sound as at the end of words in

cut uEi* :—voi.. iii.no. i. 5
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Eiigll.sli ; as an initial, its sound may be obtained by dropping the

two first letters in pronouncing the word hanging. Its proper

sound is often ebanged into y, or becomes altogether silent like

the nasals in Sanskrit. It is then called an aubelation, and resem-

bles the Greek spiritus Icnis and the Arabic ^ aim
wy is like the liquid n in Spanish, or like gn in the French word inaligne.

p has a soft sound approaching to that of 6, as well as a somewhat
harder sound, which is the same as p in English.

p'^h is a strong aspirated sound of p; it must not be assimilated

with the English ph, which is the same as f.

s and ss are nearly the same as in the English sit, hissing, &c.;

they cannot be clearly distinguished.

sh is the same as in English, or as ch in French.

sz is a difficult sound to represent; it does not dift’er much from the

sound of ss, by which the French have represented it; it is combin-
ed only with a peculiar vowel sound, which can be learned oidy

from the living voice.

t has a soft sound, sometimes approaching to that ofr/.

t'h is an aspirated modification of the preceding sound.

ts and i"s, the one soft and the other aspirated, are analogous to the

Hebrew ^ tsildhe.

tsz is formed by prefi.ving the sound of t to that of sz described above.

u> should perhaps be considered a vowel sound
; it is analogous to

in English, being pronounced sometimes as in who, at other times

as in war, won, &c.

y a sound usually analogous to that of y in yard, yoke ; but it

someiimes becomes quiescent, resembling the silent or anhelutive

nasal ng.

V, urh^ 'll or eul is a very peculiar sound, at once initial and final
; it

ai>pears to be formed from an attempted enunciation of r, prevent-

ed by the imperfection of the vocal organs. The Chinese diction-

aries find it impossible to rciwesent the sound, giving it the names
jr, yCy nyc, and 'e; and so it is pronouuced in different provincial

dialects. In the national language, the sound seems to resemble

that of the almost uncnunciable Sanskrit letter h i, which the

learned of Bengal soften into a peculiar /.

Chinese writers in endeavoring to follow out as far as possible the

Sanskrit distinctions of sounds, have reckoned several other minute
modifications, which are, however, hardly perceptible. Instead of in-

creasing the number of the above initials, we may rather diminish

them, by regarding the soft and aspirated letters, ch, chh, p,ph, <Scc.,

as essentially the same sounds, modified by the intervention of the

spiritus asper. We do so accordingly in the table of the significant

sounds of the Chinese language, which will be found below.

Distinctions are made in the finals, as they have been given above,

by the use of four tones, which, if they could be applied equally to

every original sound would multi|)ly tlic tonic modifications of the

language fourfold. But this is not the case. Some .sounds admit

but three, and some not more than one or two different intonations.
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The four tones are these: 1. p ing sliing, an even or monotone; 2.

shang sliing, or rising tone, uttered with force oi’ voice ; 3. k'eu shing,

or departing tone, a prolonged falling tone
; 4. jidi shing, or entering

tone, which is short and abrupt as if suddenly recalled while yet

hut half uttered. These four tones are marked by the Chinese on

a hand, accompanied hy the following explanation in rhyme, for

the purpose of assisting the memory, thus :

The even tone—its even path is neither high nor low

;

The rising tone—it loudly calls, ’tis vehement, ardent, strong;

The declining tone—is clear, distinct, its dull, low path is long;

The entering tone—short, snatched, abrupt, is quickly treasured up.

The first Euroiiean sinologues, the Romish missionaries, in adopt-

ing marks to represent the Chinese tones, euqiloyed the grave accent

to denote the shang shing, and the acute to point out the k'’eu shing.

.‘^ome modern writers have reversed this order, adopting the system

which is common in European books. The following are the marks
we shall employ whenever it is necessary to represent the four

tones, viz.

1 ing shing, pMng taou mo te ngang

;

Shing shing, kaou hbo ma'ng lee k‘eang ;

K‘eit shing, fun ming ngae yuen taou ;

Juh shing, twin t‘suh kelli show t‘sang.

P'Ing shing, p‘Ing taou mo te

1. — forthep'Ing shing, as in pan;
2. / for the shing shing, as in pin

;

3. \ for the k’eii shing, as in pan;
4. for the jfili shing, as in pa.
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lyiaiiy opinions exist among tlie Cliincse as to the precise number of

tones belonging to tlieir language. In their written language, how-
ever, only tliese four exist, or at least are employed to any consider-

able extent; we shall therefore defer any furtlier consideration of this

point until we come to speak of the oral language. Though a

knowledge of these tones is recjuisite in speaking, yet in writing, the

Chinese do not mark them, except where a variation of tone occa-

sions a difterence of meaning too slight to be ascertained by the con-

nexion
;
and it is, therefore, thought unnecessary to introiluce them,

generally, into our orthography of the Chinese words.

In explaining the initial and final sounds of which Chinese w ords

are compounded, it was necessary, in order to be jterspicuoiis, to make
considerable use of accents. But an evamination of the orthography

jyill sho\y, that the powers of the vowels ein[)loycd are pointed out by

their location, except in a few instances. It is therefore needles.e to

continue the use of accents, excejit over the final sounds a, an, ang,

e, b, w here they are reipiired as marks of distinction li om a, an, ang,

e, and o. Here a difference must be observed between the use of a

alone and that of the a in an and ang. The first marks the juh

sbing, and is considered by the Chinese as only a tonic modification

of an or ang. I'lie other points out a particular sound, and has no
effect on the length of the syllable, which is capable of receiving any
oftbe tones; thus—ba*n, hffp, habi, Inh, more uniformly represented

in French qrtbograpby by hen, hen, bi^n, he. The sound of the a,

ill, and e, is here nearly the same as that of o in money, or of the

rrencli e in de, e[ue, »fcc.

The following table is mainly the same as that given in Morri-

son’s dictionary. In cases wdiere an alteration of the orthography

has aiipenred necessary that of the dictionary has been added in

italic letters, Mdiere alterations liave appeared merely recommend-
nble, but not necessary, the orthography of the dictionary has been

Retained in the first place, and the alteration added, in roman letters.

All the abrupt sounds belonging to the jrili sbing are considered by

the Cliinese merely as tonic modilications of their sounds; but in

English they require a different orthogra])hy ; though inserted there-

fore they are liistinguished by an a. The spiritus lenis prefixed to

the vowel sounds, is intended to mark them as anhclative—having an
inherent nasal or liquid sound, which is generally required by the

present usage to remain silent. Thus, ’e is a sound formed some-

times from nge or nye, and sometimes from ye, sounds which it

still occasionally retains, though good usage requires it to be pro-

nounced simply as an English e. ’Wei or ’ouei, and ’oo are syllables

which still more frequently retain the nasal sound of ng. The num-
ber of syllables in Morrison’s dictionary is 411 ; in the follow’ing ta^

bje U more have been added, but tbey are not numbered.
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Table of the Chinese significant sounds, exclusive of the varia

lions formed by the modulation of tones and aspirates.

’A 1 Go, Ngo 48 Jow
’Ae, Gae Gow,

^ iio
Jiieu

’All 2 Ngow
5

4y
a Juli

’An, Gtiii Hae 50 Jun
’Aou •3 Han 51 Jung
Cha 4 Han 52 Jiiy

« Cha 5 Hang 53 Kae
Cliae e Hang 54 Kan
CImn 7 Haoii 55 Kan
C'liung 8 He 50 Kang
Cliaou 9 Heii 57 Kang
Chay 10 n Hea 58 Kaou
Che 11 Heae 59 Ke

« Clu' V4 Heiing 60 Kea
Clieii 13 Heaou 61 II Kea

n Clieili, }
1 I

ri Hec 62 Keae
a Chill

^
Heiui 63 Keiing

Chin j.’j II Heih 64 Keaoti

Cliiiig 10 a Heo 65 Keay
u Clio 17 Hen 66 II Kee
Chop 18 II Hena 67 Keen
Chow 19 Henen 6.'^ II Keili

« CliiiC 20 II Hcnh 69 II Kei'i

Chiien 21 Heiin 70 Ken
a ('huh 22 Heiiiig 71 n Keii6

Chun 23 Hew 72 Kenen
Cluing 24 II Hill 73 a Keiih

Chu, Chou Hill 74 Kcnn
Cliiiy 25 Hing 75 Keniig
Chwa 20 Ho 76 Kew
Cliwae 27 a H6 77 a Kill

Chwaiig 28 Hoo 78 Kin
How 79 King

’E 29 Hung 80 Ko
Hwa 81 II K6

Fa 30 II Hwa 82 Koo
Fan 31 H\\ ae 83 Kow
Fang '32 11wan 84 a Knli

Fe or Fei 33 Hwan 85 Kiing
Foo 34 Hwang 86 Kw a

a rii 35 Hwang 87 it Kwa
Fow 30 II Hwo 88 Kwae

a Full 37 a Hwuh 89 Kwan
Fun,Fin 38 Hwuy 90 Kw an

* Fung 39 ’Ih, Gih Kwang
(lae, Ngae 40 Jang 91 Kwaiig
(ian, Ngan 41 Jaon 92

1

Kwei
Gan,Ngan 4'2 Jay 93 Kwo
Gang, a ja 94 a Kwo
Ngiing

> 4o
II Jeuf 95 « Kwuh

Gang,
44

II Jeili, Jih 96 La
NgSng Jsn 97 a La

Gaon, Jin 98 Lae
Ngaou ^45

.ling 99 Lan
Gill, Ngih 4G « ,16 100 Lang
Go, Ngo 47

1
Joo, Jon 101 Lang

102 Laou 158i Nan 212

103 Le 159 Nang 213
104 Leang 160 Nang 214

105 Leaou 161 Naou 215

106 n Lee 162 Ne 216
107 a Leen 163 Neiing 217

108 Leih 164 Neaou 218
109 a Leo 1()5 Ne6 219
110 Leu 166 Neen 220
111 u LenC 167 a Neill 221

112 Leiien 168 a Ne6 222
113 Leuh 169 Neil 223
114 Lew 170 New 224

115 II lull 171 Nil! 225

116 Lin 172 Ning 226

117 Ling 173 No 227
118 Lo 174 a No 228
119 II Lo 175 Noo 229
120 Loo 176 Now 230
121 Low 177 a Null 231

122 'I Lnh 178 Nun 232
123 Lnn 179 Nuiig 233
124 Lung 180 Niiy 234
125 Luy 181 Nw an 235
126 Lwan 182 ’O 236
127 Ma 183 i ’O' 237
128 « Ma 184 Pa 238
129 Mae 18.5 1 pa 239
130 Man 186 Pae 240
131 Mang 187 Pan 241
132 Mang 188 Pang 242
133 3Iaou 189 Pang 243
134
135

31 ay,

31eay 1
190

Paou
Pe

244
245

136 31 e ’
191 Peaou 246

137 31eaou 192 a Pe6 247
138 II 31 ec 193 Peen 248
139 3Ieen 194 Pei 249
140 31ei 195 a Peili 250
141 II 3Ieili 196 Pew 251
142 3Iew 197 a Pill 252
143 a 3Iih 198 Pin 253
144 31 in 199 Ping 2.54

145 3Iing 200 Po 25.5

146 31o 201 ‘1 Po 256
147 a 316 202 Poo 257
148 3foo 203 Pow 258
149 3fow 204 •L Pnh 259
1.50 II 3Iuh 205 Pun, Pan 260
151 3Iun,

\ OA/? Pnng 261
1.52 31 an Pwan 262
1.53 31 ling 207 It sa 263
1.54 31wan 208 8ae 264
1.55 Ka 209 San 265
156 a Aa 210 Siln 266
1.57 i\ae 211 Sang 267
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Sang ‘2G8 Shoo 298 Tilng 326 Tspiien 357
Saou 2G<9 Sliow 299 'I'aou 327 'Fseuii :i58

Se 270 Slui 'I'e 328 Tsew 359
Seiing 271 ‘1 Shull 300 Ti-aou 329 a Tsih 360
Seaoii 272 Shun 301 Teay 330 Tsin ‘3G1

Seay 273 Sliwa 302 a 'l'e6 331 'Fsing 362
a Se6 274 1 Sliwii 303 'reen 332 'Fso 3G3
Seen 275 Sh« ae 304 a Teih 333 n Ts6 3G4

a Seih 27G Shwang ;105 'Few 3M 'Fsoo 3()5

a Seo 277 Shwo 30() a Till 3;?5 'I'sow 366
Sen 278 Shwuy 307 Ting 33G 'Fsuh 3t;7

a Seuc 279 Sill 308 'Fo 337 Tsun .368

Seuen 280 Sin 309 a To 338 'Fsung 269
a Senli 281 Sing 310 'Foo 339 Tsuy 370

Seun 282 So 311 Tow 310 Tswan, ^riSew 283 a So 312 a 'Fsa 341 'I’soan

Slia 284 Soo 313 'Fsae 342 Tsze
sha 2'.') Sow' 314 Tsan 343 Tsz'h
Shae 28o Suh 315 Tsang 344 Tuh 373
Shan 287 Sun 31

G

'Fsang 345 Tun 374
Sliaiig 288 Sung 317 'Fsaou .34G Tung 375
Shaou 289 Suy 318 'Fse 347 'Fuy 376
Sh ay 29(t Swan, i am 'Fseiing 348 'Fwan, 1

377She 2!)] Scan
;

'Fseaou 349 Toan '

a Slie 292 Sze,
320

'Fseay 350 a ’U“h, ;

Shea 293 Sz’h a T.seC 351 AVuh >0/0

a Slieih, Ta 321 'Fsehn 352 ’Ling 379
Shik 294 a 'la 322 a Tseih 353 Uih 380
Shin 295 'I’ae 323 a 'Fseo a54 AVa 381
Shing 29G Tan 324 Tseu 355 « AVa 382

a Slio 297 Tang 325 'Fseufi 356 AVae 383

\V'^an 384
4Vaii 385
Wang 38G
AVe S.'-T

AVei 3S8
’AA'o 3-'9

AA'6 3!>0

AA'oo 391
’AA'oo

AVnh 392
A'a 393
Yil 394
A'ae 395
Aaiig 39G
Aaou 3!)7

Yay 398
Ye 399
Yen 400

402
1 m 5

Yin 403
A'ing 404
Yo 405
Yn, ’U 406
Yiie 407
Alien 408
Yah 409
Ann 410
Aung 411

The want of an al|)liabclic system (which wherever it is possessed

has been found so convenient for arrangement,) renders the classifica-

tion of tlie Cliinese characters difficult. The first method of ar-

rangement adopted was suitable only for the use of those who alrea-

dy knew the names of characters, and wished to discover their signi-

fications. The character.s were all arranged according to the final

sounds, in the manner of a rhyming dictionary; but it was not

enough to form many classes according to the different essential

sounds;—a further subdivision of the same sounds according to the

tones w'as thought necessary,—thereby enhancing the difficulty of

finding a character without a previous knowledge of its sound. This
imperfect plan ap|iears still to be iireferred by those for whom it

would seem most inconvenient—the illiterate. The ne.vt plan,

though a little superior, was eipially unfitted for those who were not

previously acquainted with the sounils of characters. It was adopt-

ed after the introduction into China of the Sanskrit arrangement of

sounds; and differed from the former system of finals in the addition

of a .system of initials. Thus, instead of having to search through

the whole class of s-cen, in order to find keen, leen, or any other

word having the same final, as w'as before tbe case, dictionaries on

the new plan had a system and order of initials, so that a person ac-

([uainted with their use could in a short time refer to the initial co-

lumn k-eii, 1-cw, representing k, 1, «&c., and there find the word
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wantcvl. Tills system is now in ireneral use in Fnlikeiin, as the

tbnner is in Canton. Tliey are hotli so plainly unfitted for findinj^

the sounds of characters, that their only ohject must be to point out

the written forms of words already known, and the different senses

of the same character.

After these two, a system of classification according to the compo-

nent parts of characters gradually came into use. Tlic most con-

spicuous portions of characters were adopted as ‘ heads of tribes.’

which in Europe have been called keys and radicals; and all cha-

racters in which the same ‘head’ appeared conspicuously, were

classed together <as one ‘ tribe.’ No uniform system having been a-

dojited, lexicographers have differed very much in the number of

tribes; some having upwards of five humired, others three hundred;

but the best modern dictionaries, including the standard one of the

emperor Kanghe, have oidy 214; and these are capable of being

considerably diminished, as has been shown by Gon^*alves of Macao,

in his “Arte China,” and “Diccionario China-Portuguez,” in the

last of which he reduces them to 127.

The radicals (so we continue to call the ‘ heads of tribes ’) rarely

have any relation to the sounds of the characters of which they form

component parts. Sometimes they are mere unmeaning strokes, or

combinations of strokes, or, though themselves possessing meaning,

yet do not at all affect the sense of the compound characters. At
other times, on the contrary, portions the least conspicuous to the

eye have been selected as radicals, because connected in sense with

the compounds. But in the great majority of cases, the radicals are

conspicuous to the eye, and at the same time significant characters,

serving to point out the general sense of the compounds. They are

in these cases usually combined with syllabic portions, which limit

the general sense pointed out by them. This is particularly obser-

vable in words belonging to natural history, though instances are

numerous also in words relating to other subjects. Radicals of this

last kind are readily discovered; but with regard to the others, par-

ticularly those that are not conspicuous to the eye, difficulties and
irregularities frequently occur. The position of radicals varies; but

the most usual position is on the left side of the compound. Some,
however, occupy always the right; others have no fixed place. Some
occupy the top ;

others the bottom. A few arc divided, part being
placed on one side and part on the other, or jiart at top and part at

the bottom. Some form receptacles within which the compound parts

are written. Several have conqiosite forms, each having a different

locality. In the list of the 214 radicals which is given below, the.se

composite forms are also included. 'J’he follouing examples will

serve to illustrate the manner in which the radicals combine with the
other portions of characters. 'J’he number attached to each charac-
ter is that of the radical to which it belongs, in the order of the list of
radicals which follows.

^ ^ iip FiL ^ ^ ^ IS
9 9 18 18 163 170 39 39 39 39 144 Uo 22 31
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LIST OF THE HEADS OF TRIBES OR RADICALS.
The figut es placed after the definitions indicate the uumher of characters class-

ed under each ‘ head <f a tribe,' according to a native dictionary, which contains
thirty thousand characters.

1 ,

M

V

OF o\E arnoKF.

^
1 <'?/(, one, tlie saiiio, to re-

duce to one state. 3’2

I\wa'n,io descend perpen-
dicidarly, straight. 14
Cho6, a j)oiiit, a flame, a

lord, a chief. 7
P'cfh, drawing to the left.

a curve.

cVi, curved, to mark with

a crooked line. 21

K'cue, a barb, to draw as

by a hook. 8

Fang, a s(ju<arc receiving

vessel. 57
-r He, a place to conceal and

a cover. 13

.> j I
- Shcili, ten, perfect, snj)er-

lative. 31

I
P(7/<, to divine by the lines

on a tortoise. If)

'see, ancient seal, a

joint. 35
an overhanging hill,

elter. 9(i

2b

OF TIIO tsTIWKES.

* Urh, ttvo, second, repeti-

-tion. 22
ow, an undefined cha-

racter. 20
Jin a human being,

a man. 741

Jin, man, (placed at the

bottom). 34

jl
p. Jiih, jiassing in, to enter,

entering.

>»)l

i\Fa, back to

^ parate, eight.

back,

12

to SC-

18

j.^ I I
7tew«g, distant boundary,

rivi
o- Han,
~ / a sht

/ *8'ze, perverse, a seducer,

base. 17

on 17«’, the right

!

'
fartlrther.

17

and, more,

GO

OF THREE STROKES.

•>Q the mouth,an open-
^ ing 989

n desert. 29

, , ' -.^ Meih. to cover as with a

' napkin. 2o

jr water flowing, an
*

icicle. 86

IP ft Ke, a stand, a niche, a

yL scat. 16

17 » |A'an, a hollow receiver, aH cavern. 15

-r-y Tdon, a knife, a

yV J sword, to cut. 326

j(|
Ar?.//, sinews, strength, to

/sj use force. 132

31

33 -

20
Pdou, to fold up, to etive-

y lope. 51

21
Pt, a sjmon,

spoons.

to arrange

13

a lywinj, an enelosure, a

boundary. 92

.JO
T'o6, the ground, one of

^ the five elements. 480
Sz^, a scholar, a nioial

philo.«o])her. 18

34X-
Che, to follow. 7

to walk slowly. 19

36 ,
the setting moon, the

y evening. 29
37 lo P»-

large, much. 110

jg Jy 'Veu, female of the human
species, a daughter. 834

.jQ
Tszt, a child, a son, term

"TJ”* of respect. 67

J Meen, a covering, the roof

of a house. 199
T' stln, tenth of a Chinese

'\J foot. 32

AO 1 1 f^cdou, little, jp'etfy, con-

tracted. 31

41
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mg,
lilUIC.

„'66

She, lymg as dead, a
,

/ corpse. 119

.
^Lk Che, a plant taking root,

a sprout. 17

1 Shan, a liill, mountain, a

wild. 574

4r<^< < «>ll|
"

^^^J^Kitng, art.

44

4.:

4G

49

vulets. 23
workman,

workmanship. 1

1

K6, self, selfish, private.

tj, l‘->

,4-1 hin, a napkin, buirnet,

cap. 348
Kan, to oppose, a shield.

15

Yanu, slender, small,

young. lo

—X— Y^n, the covering of a pi-

5'^/ azza, a shed. 236
Yin, continued 'walking.

54X - 10

Kung, the two hands unit-

ed. 33

Ycih, to cast a dart, an

arrowhead. 14

King, a bow to shoot

with.
^

143

Kil,i\ hog’s head,

mis. 17

*9 ^
San, feathers of birds,

long hair. 40

„„ ^ Cheih, a short step*, to

walk. 177

OF FOtm STROKFS.

-|' heart

Kd, a spear, militarywca
pons. 87

Hod, one leaded door, to

JT^ stop. 38

Sh6w, the hand, the

forearm. 1030

Che, branches, to diverge.

65^

Sin, human
973

03

63

64

70

21

TO

73

74

Jfe Pith, a slight strik-

ing, to touch. 243
TPa‘«,to draw lines, litera-

tore. 19

7’dic, a measure of c ipa^

city, used for grain. 37
a weight of Ij^lb.

avoirdupois, a catty. 4.5

Fang, two boats joined,
'

square, place. 68

-3^ SC- 00
,
destitute of,

not. 9

1^ Jeih, the sun, the day, a

1^ day. 388
Yue, to speak, to say, to*

call. 33

Yu^i the moon, a hinar

month. 59

Muh, a tree, ti-ood, one of

the five eleniebts. 1343

Kcdhi dis)iirited, tO be in

debt. 193

Ch6, to desist,- to' be still,

to impede. 49
7’fl^,- perverse, bad,

vicious. 190

^ lt> Shod, the handle Of a

spear, to kill. .58

,TFod, not, a prohibitory

particle. 10'

Pe, to compare, classify,-

contiguous. 14

Mdou, the hair of tlte bo-

dy, Of brutes, dfcc. 156

^ Shd, the surname of fe-

males. 7

Kd, vapoi'i air, breath, spi-

fit. 0
Shwiif; water.

1354

i
/ /

78

jt

flame ascending,-

fire.- 48

87
C^dor/,- talons, Claws;

notils, to scratch. 33

ja-AT*' head of a famHv, a

father. 16

89XHedmi, tO blend, to imi-

tate.- J'i'

ch: RF.e". voi.. in. n-o.- r.- 6-
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90
Chwang, a splinter, a

kind of seat. 38

91

92

93

94

P'etn, a fr.ignicnt, petal of

a flower. 75

Yd, a tooth, the lower

9

cattle,

a COW'. 214

teeth.

New, horned

K'euert, a dog< canine

species. 42)

9.:

OF FIVE .STROkt:!F.

N^Keue)i, sky color, sombre,

dark, deep.

^ stones, precious. 42(

a melon, cucumbei^

^ ^ TFfl, tiles, brick, blirni

" earthen vessels. 191

Ki, a sign from heaven,
113^ to instruct. 180

„4-^J6w, the print of a beast’s

foot. 12

Ho, vrain, growing corn,

115;^ paddy. 35.5

Jk^Heue, a cave, a den, a

hole. 144

^^Lclh, erect, to erect, to

11.^ establish. <3

118

sO-
Kan, sweet, pleasant, de-

light.

Sa ng, to produce, live,

100^^^ life, unripe.
1'

Yi) 7ig, to use,' use, useful

101

119

120

OF SIX STROKES.

Chith, a reed, bam-
boo. 975

grain cleansed from

the husk, rice. 207
il/cf/t, and Sze, Silk,

^4/e,
the

silk threads. 928

F6w, crockery, earthen
" ware.

If

104

© Teen, cultivated ground,

to cultivate.
^

I'^l

.^r^Seh, Shod, and Tcth, tin

foot, a measure. '
. 12

r Neih, debility, sickness.

472

^ Pd, to drive
,
aside, with

the feet. l’^^

^ Pth, white, pure, clear,

fredy.
.

-.88
p e. the skin, the bark, a

wrapper. .

79

„^Ming, vessels for eating

108 JTfl^ and drinking. . 104

Mhh, the eyPv -direction,

index of a book. 519

4/dic, a long barbed wea-
48

'“1^ no ID 'S'o?
I on ^ a goat or sheep,

the antelope, &c. 108

l-'’4>5t^
^ feathers of

the wing. L'):

125

129

o
Ldou, aged venerable,

a term of respect. 14

U rh, whiskers, and, but.

yet.: li

•27^
.plough-httndle.,

S-.
Lhy,. a_^)louglisl*aY^ a

the ear, the'’»ar of

109

110^

a vase.

]31 g
10.0 y-% Tszi', from, self, myself,

himself, &c. 21

129 ,^?. IffA, a style, pencil, of

brush. 15

130d|7| tl Juh, or Jow, flesh,

rj fat. 578

Chin, a servant, a states-

man. 12

pon.

Sht, an arrow, swift, trni

111^^^ to the mark. 55

^ Shcih, a stone, rocks,

112^^J hard, firm. -540

133
Ch^, to arrive at, to, very.

Kew,n mortar, to pound

grain. 4(1

-^r^She, the tongue, taste.

34
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ror, warn

nceitainty, ci-

ndering.

^^Chme, a boat, to trans-

port, to carry. I (id

^^Kdn, a limit, opposition,

fixed.

137

138

13!)'

110

a tiger, variegated.

<Sf/i, color of the coun-
t 1 tenance, (juality. 20

, Tsdou, herbage,

plants. 1431

and C-Mmg,
sects, reptile.s.

m-
810,

. -<^r*7/c(/e, blood, tli« blood of'

victims

Hang, to walk,
n| to do, a column. 35

i

C'/iffi/, and A'c«, a wheel
‘ carriage. 342

7^ »S»«, distressing, bitter,

pungent. 32
Shin, to excite motion,

/p^ time from 7 to 0 a.m. 14

swiftly. 327

159

100
'

101

103

104

105

100
40

Yeih, a city, an en-

closure. 345
l ew’, new wine, time from

5 to 7 o’clock p. M. 251
Peen, to separate, disfin-

guisb. 10
Lc, a Chinese mile.

, upper garments,

cover. 473 107
14

146'^

OF EIGHT STROKES.

^ j&s^Kin, metal, gold, one of
' Stu the elements. T‘2ti

Fu, to overshadow, to
, ^ yy,.- , ,

invert. 20 ]C8^^'' 'f'ip^ mote. 49
J/un, a door, an entrance.

1109nOF SEVEN STROKES

Kchi, to see, to notice, Tv
. Q to appear. 135,^'^-^ P

fved, a horn, a sharp cor- -3

ner. 137
1

^

147

a class. 213
Pdw, a mound of

earth, large. 282
Tall, to reach to, until.

11

Yen, words, discourse, to liiftis with short

_ speak. 750 ^'-^ tails. 20.5

,
Kith, a valley, alfgiuue- ' 4 'i, rain, tor.aiu. 237

t£. «'-9W
.

'

Tlrtv, leguminous plants. ^ stag, azure, natural

49

149

1-1a. color. 17

152

153

1

155

150

Ch't, or She, a pig, a

hog, swine. 121

Che, reptiles, animals de-

stitute of feet. 1 1 4

1
' 0 Pei, wrong, vicious, false.

not. 17

OF NINE STROKES.

. ^ Pc/', a shell, a pearl, pre- the human face,

cious. 218| the surface, fronting. 04
- - - --

Xr//, untanned skin with-

out the liair. 290

to go swiftly, to I, ...^^-^5'* 11' ci, dressed leather.

Cheih, naked body, red.l _
totally. 2!)/''

243
178

foot, full. 507

,
the body, trunk of a

-9|j|

thongs.

Ktw, leeks.
. V? Tsith, the human

lE
- , ^ Shin,

j , ..
I

j-«-. - •

lo8^^
tree, one’s own person. 07j** ^ al tone.

94

10

Yin, sound, news, music-

34
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mV J/a, hemp,, flax. 30

m-
Hee, Imniau head, a page

of a book, 324

_ /’awfi', tlie wind, air, niau-

ner, temper. 161

Fe, or Fei, to fly as a

bird. 10183

184

185

186

y^yShetk, or Cheih, to eat,

to drink, to feed 345
Sh6u\ the head, first, to

go foremost. 17

Hedng, fragrairce, in-

cense. 32

OF TEN STRUKES-

il/a, a horse, anger, rage,

187^^ 412

Kith, or Kivixh, bones.

. 164

'Kdou, high, loud, epii-

nent, noble. 27

„ Pedou, long disheveled

hair. 226

tf^A'dw, single combat, tp

I 4 fight.
' 20

1 W,’ ^’'agra'h wine for

sacrifice. 7

Kih, a tripod, an eartli.en

^‘''^r?Jvase, .

' 55

ghost, demons,
121

200

201

202

204

205

205

206

207

208

OF TWELVE STROKES.

-V Hwang, color of clay,

yellow. 35
Shod, species of millet.

44

Hlh, black, dark, ob-

score. 146

Cht, embroidered work.
9

OF THIRTEEN STROKES.

iMd'ng, Md'n, and STecn,

,
frogs, toads. 35

Ting, a trijiod. steady.

firm. 13

Ko6, a drum, to beat the

drum. 41

'Shod, the nnis genus.

, rats, mice &c. 82

.
virt Kwei,

devil.

OF g.LEVEN STROKES.

fish of any kind.

OF FOURTEEN STROKES.

^ P^, the nose, the origin

209^ ^47

even, to smooth.

162io;j

'

.‘f^ i\edoii, a bird, the featb-;

ered tribe, 622

197

198

Lo6, unrefined salt, 39

Lith, a deer, a stag. 85

9/r/z, bearded gram,

199^^^ wheat, &C. 117

211

212

213

OF FIFTEEN STROKES.

Ch'i, upper foreteeth,

•!4 1 48age.

OF SIXTEEN STROKES,

.Litng, the dragon, the l.a-

certa genus. 19

Kwei, the tortoise.

21

OF .SEVENTEEN STROKES.

musical instrument

made of reeds. 17

The radicals are arranged in the best dictionaries acoording to the

number of written strokes of which they are formed ;
and to niake

X-enceeasv the same method is adopted m the arrangement of the

compounds, all the characters being classed under each radic.d, ac-
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cordinn- to the number of strokes in addition to the radical. Some

knowledge of tlieir mode of writing is requisite therefore, for the pur-

pose of referring to their dictionaries. It is said by some that the

elements of all the strokes are included in the subjoined character

yung, eternal.

By others, one or two more strokes are added. This is, liowevcr,

sufficient to exemplify the mode of writing. Horizontal strokes are

drawn before perpendicular ones; central strokes before those on

each side; and those on the left before those on the right; a single

stroke often takes one, and sometimes two curves, as on the left side

of the above character, which is formed Of six strokes, in the follow-

ing order.

The subjoined figure represents the Chinese mode of holding the

pencil.

Note. In the foregoing list of radicals, the figures showing the num-
ber of characters classed under each ‘ head.’ have been taken froin

the grammar of R^musat, who has followed the Tsze wei.
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.\ur. III. Homicides in China: eases in which furtigners and na-
tives are concerned, difficult to be adjusted; luh shd, or the sii

distinctions of homicide ; ejceptidns occasioned bij the rank and
situation of natives ; the usual exceptions not allowed toforeigners.

Tlie intercourse of Enro|)oan.s anti f'liinese is retnleied tliffieiilt on
account of tlie j)rinci|)les of their education being dissimilar, and
from tlieir laws to punish violations of social ol der being dilferent in

th« degrees of severity. These circumstances being really and truly

vai ious, retjuire on both sides, an amicable consideration and accom-
modation. But there is another and a more difficult obstacle to a

kindly intercourse, arising from reciprocal pride and jtj'ejudice. In

cases of homicide, this remark is strongly exempliticd. We wdl ex-
])lain it on one side, and leave onr-Avestern readers, who are interestetl,

to explain it on the other. The Chinese have a ))rejiidice against all

foreigners who apitroach them as etpials, and their pride urges them
to require the life of a foreigner, whenever the death of a native has

been caused (no matter how,) by his agency or instrumentality. The
law of reason, of nature, and of nations does not adtnit of this. But
still, the law of all civilized nations is tender of human life. From
an ancient law, derived from the highest authority in the universe, it is

manifest, that man’s blood, in which is his lifp, should itot Ik; wan-
tonly spilt. The Chinese consider homicide as a debt

;

atid a debt

which can only be paid in kind, by tbe creditor. “ lie that shed-

deth man’s blood, hy man shall his blood be shed.” He who kills

another must forfeit his o\vn life. This is the general rule
; and

in Chinese law the exceptions are few.

In Chinese law, as in all human laws, th(;re is as those who live

by chicanery say, “a glorious uncertainty.” AVatbout entering into

law s of i)roperty wbere the nnc.ertainty is productive of profit to the

lawyer, even in homicidal cases there is— iiigloi-ions uncertainty.

JManslaying is seldom a simple and unmixed crime. When it is

rieliberate, and preconcerted by “ malice prepense,” the case is clear.

In what we call “ wilful murder,” there is no hesitation about the

mode, aw ful as it is, of |nmishing the olfcnder. But the crime of

causing death to a fellow creature, is not, perhajis in one case in ten,

ami it may be, for aught we know to the contrary, not one in a

hundred, that of preconcerted minder. Momentary pride, passion,

lust, intoxication, anger, avarice, frolic, &c., have hcen the incipient

causes which occasioned the fearful result of a fellow creature’s death.

When the affray or the frolic began, there was no intention to slay.

The deathblow came by ” chance-medley.” English law allows for

this, and spares the offender’s life; Chinese law does not. ‘ There,

tliere ’s the rub.’ IMost of tbe homicides committed by foreigners in

China, are of this class, a class in w Inch the law’ of Europe excuses

the crimes in some degree, so as to continue the life of the offender;

but in w'liicb the Chinese law will only grant a milder death.

Haying said so much we w ill give the Chinese legal distinctions of
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liomicidc. 'I'licy .^IT rallrcl llic lull sliii, (lie bix moileb of killiii”'

man: I. Mow slia, by |•l•liviolls ilesioii, wlieilier an iiiiliv idnal plots

with Ins own heart, or with eoin|janions. 'i. Koo sha, hy inslanl

desian; wdl'iil at the moment, thoiij;h ini[)renieditated. This is Chi-

nese “ wilful murder,” hilt English “ manslaiigliter.” 3. (iow sha,

by lighting in an aflVay ;
ehancc-medley. 4. lie sha, by dangerous

.sports; such as boxing, cudgeling, &c. Dueling would of course

he included, as a rather dangerous “gentlemanly’ play. 5. Woo sha,

hv mishap, hitting and killing the wrong pur.son
;
one with w hom

you had no ipiarrel, and to whom you intended no hurt. The persons

found guilty of any of the.se crimes, are hy law, punished with

“death;” some innnediatc; others after imprisonment; a respite

which raises hopes, often not fulfilled. (5. Kwoshih sha, killing hy

misadventure, hy pure accident: as a hatchet flying oil Irom its haft.

This is censured as carelessness, but not considered a capital crime.

15nt Chinese law' even in homicides depends much on the station

or rank of the two parties. A master killing his slave, and a slave

killing his master are very differently jninished. Even in the few

cases of “ .sc defendendo," nndting a justiliahle homicide, ninch dc-

])ends on the rank of the parties. For the Chinese jurists, ini.x and

lilend the decisions of the code, in complicated crimes, in a manner
that is truly puzzling. As for example: in ordinary cases, if a woman
kills a man who attempts to violate her person, it is justifiable hom-
icide : hut if the asailant were her husband’s father, a person to

whom she owes great respect and submission, if she cause his death,

she shall lose her own life. We have read recently of such a case;

in which the innocent woman was murdered by the law’. If killed

in resisting the police, it is justifiable homicide. An injured husband

taking immediate revenge on the spot and killing both the adulterer

and his own wife, is Justifiahle. Killing a man who entcr.s clandes-

tinely a house at night without cause, is justifiahle^

TliiPfAW’s.Vy^'lhiii fo(eigticrs in China killing each other, may he

according to foreign law; hut it docs not willingly concede

this to a foreigner killing a Chinese. There are some c:iscs wdiich oc-

curred many years ago in Macao, quoted in the Lenhie, wherein the

emperor Kecnlung declared that in order to intimidate foreigners, the

locid government of Canton should reipiire life, for life, without

quoting the c.xlenuuling circumstances which the Chinese laws ad-

mitted when natives only' were concerned. f'rom this view of the

law and public feeling, homicides in China, will long he a subject of

difficult arrangement, between foreign and native authorities. Go-
vernor Loo, it is true, has recently' tU clared, in reference to a case

which is still jicndimr, that asssiiredly there will he no forfeiture of

life, because the afi’air emanated from no intention of the heart. AA’c

think it not unlikely that his excellency will contrive to renderj/tsf/ce

to the man and release him; hut if that man is a ‘ foreigner ’ and
‘ has in an affray caused the death of a native,’ according to the law s

of the liuicl he has forfeited Ins life. The law is life for life-
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Art. . Religious intelligence. 1. 3Iission in Cetflon reinforced;
remarks concerning the princijdes and feelings with which Chris-
tian missions ought to be conducted.
2. Schools for the education of Chinese girls, greatly needed,
but hitherta neglected.

]. We are informed by a late arrival from Calcutta, that the Amer-
ican mission in Ceylon has been strengthened by the accession of
five laborers, four ordained missionaries and a ])hysician, with their

wives. This reinforcement was welcomed with peculiar gratitude
and joy by the former members of the mission, who had received no
addition to their number for thirteen years. The recruits above
named, arrived in Oct. 1833 ; and since then two other missionaries
and their wives have joined them. From returns which were made
out for government in Nov. last, it appears that the mission has
under its care 73 native free schools, in which there are 2700 boys,

and 400 girls; four central schools of a higher order than the form-
er, containing 95 boys

;
and one central boarding school for girls,

with 52 scholars. The seminary, of which some account was given
in the Repository of December last, contains 138 students and 10
native teachers. The native church Ijas 201 members in communion.
The five native congregations on the Sabbath, number 1750 atten-

dants, about three fourths of whom are children from the native free

schools.

vSome parts of the letter which has furnished us with these items
of intelligence, contain so good an exhibition of the principles and
feelings on which every mission should be conducted, that we are

unwillinsr to withhold them from our readers.

“ To secure the best results,” says our coiTes|)ondent, “ in the

great work to which we have been called, we shaji find it jf^ces^ry
to cultivate with singleness of resolution and untiring patietioCi, t\il

the fruits of the Spirit; and that, not in their common measure, luit

as exhibited in the life of our Savior. We must love as he loved,

be long-suft'ering as he was, gentle, good, meek, and temperate
in the exhibition of every feeling, as he was, remembering that as

the Father sent him into the world, so he hath sent us. In

order thus to put on Christ, we shall find great advantage in looking

at each of these traits in the character of our Savior until our soul is

suffused witli admiration and desire, and then labor to transfer those

graces individually into our own soul, as natural and spontaneous

growths. Let us meditate by day and by night on the character of

a Christian as hrought to view in the following passages of Scripture.

[John 3: G. Rom. 8: G,9. 1st Cor. 3: 16, 17; and 6: 19, 20. Eph. 4:

24. Gal. 3: 28 ;
and 6: 15. Mat. 22: 30. 1st Cor. 15: 47, 49.] liOokiiig

at each of the.se graces until our souls are filled with desires to make
them our own, let us clothe ourselves with them all “as an orna-

ment and bind them on as a bride doeth.” Even private Christians

would reap great advantages from the careful cultivalion of this
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spirit, blit in tlie case of a missionary I conceive tfiat nOtliing short

of this can prepare him for the thousand unforeseen and very per-

plexing difficulties into which he will be daily thrown, either in rela-

tion to his work among the heathen, to his duties as a pastor of a

little flock gathering and gathered from among them, to his associ-

ate brethren and sisters, or to his fellow hel|iers of other societies and
denominations.

“In reference to the heathen, my experience leads me to be careful

not to infringe upon any of their sacred privileges by going unad-

visedly into their temples, or by crowding myself upon their notice

when they are displeased with my company. I avoid disimte and
controversy and preach repentance towards God and faith in our

Lord Jesus Christ, as the only hope of salvation.

“ In connection with associates whether sent out from America or

from England, Scotland, or Germany—whether Baptists or Method-
ists, dissenters or churchmcji, let the motto be, union is strength,

and the strenoth of union is love. Let it be that love sjioken of

in the 13th of 1st Cor., that perfect love which casteth out fear, that

love which constrains each and all to have but one heart, one hand,

one joy, one grief; which recognizes neitlier Paul, nor Apollos, nor

(.^ephas, and will know nothing but Christ and him crucified. To
secure this, all in the same field should meet at least once a month
for united prayer and reciprocal edification and encouragement. In

all general things act in union and with counsel. Be familiar and
talk heartily with each and all. If near each other, meet once a week
or fortnight for an evening prayer meeting, and as much as possible

unite in labors also. Should a spirit of disunion, ‘ ultraism ’ or
‘ nullification ’ ever spring up, or should any one or more appear
restive, keep firm hold of your motto. Let general principles govern

;

bear and forbear until the seventieth time seventh trial of patience

has had its perfect work. But if after all any one will depart, let

him depart; because it is better that it be so, rather than sacrifice

broad and general principles for the accommodation of individuals.

In all this trial of your faith and patience take firhi hold of the fol-

lowing resolutions. 1. I will never be offended. 2. I will never

have my own way. 3. Wherein I see that I am wrong, (and I w ill

try to understand my errors,) I will without delay triumph over my-
self and enjoy the luxury of frankly and fully acknowledging my
error. 4. I will never reply ;—if any individual says an unadvised
thing in ill humor by way of finding fault, I will pass it Over for the

time at least, if necessary take another opportnnity to speak with him.
5. I will never write notes in reply to unkind notes, and never expose
beyond the little circle who may^be concerned ut loco,- any notes or

letters written in an unkind, criminating spirit. If an explanation is

advisable, better spend days to gain the advantages of a 2>trsonaI in-

terview than write a single line. Writing in reply is one Of the thou-

sand cases in which we ar« strongly tempted to do gOod in a bad way,
and to make things right in the wrong w’ay. Missionaries must
learn to ^ hold still' until light is made to bear upon all sides of the

CHt REr: VOL. in. n"0. t, 7
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subject l)cfore tliem, and until time and patience have matured tlieir

judgment. A little haste may ruin themselves, and throw sucli bar-

riers in the way of the cause as may not be removed for many years.
“ Our experience and observation lead us to be very jealous lest

teaching, preaching, or writing in English, should draw our attention

from the natives or hinder us from giving our whole time and strength

to the acejuisition of the language, and preaching Christ in the mar-
kets and from house to house, as well as in our chapels. The great

Head of the cluirch has, we conceive, sent us to the heathen, and to

them we have consecrated our all, not wishing to leave our work
until we leave the world.”

2. Schools for the education of Chinese girls. The following

communication is from the pen of a Christian lady, w ho for a few

years back has been engaged in educating Chinese girls. Brief as

the paper is, it w ill not fail to direct attention to a subject, which
hitherto has been almost entirely neglected. The character and con-

dition of this part of our race in China are very imperfectly known to

the people of Christendom. Could the females of Europe and .Amer-

ica witness the universal degradation of their sex in ‘ the celestial

empire,’ proudly and imjhously so styled, ways and means would
speedily be devised to shed light on these benighted minds. AA e

heartily recommend the following paragraphs to their perusal.

“ It is desirable that the attention of Christian ladies should be

directed in a greater degree to the females of China, to jjray more
earnestly to the Lord for them, and in every possible way to endeav-

or to teach them the knowledge of salvation by Jesus Christ. It is

melancholy to view' so large an empire given to idolatry. In attempts

to turn it to Christ, female instruction should not be undervalued

;

females have a great influence both upon the morals and the politics

of a nation. Youth are generally under the superintendance of the

female sex. But how' ill qualified is the Chinese w'oman for this or

any moral duty! She is acquainted with no revelation from lier

Maker, as the standard of duty, and by which she can form her

principles. She does not know' the Redeemer who came to deli\er

from sin and from condemnation. A kind, heavenly Father is not

the object of her faith and worship, but dumb idols which cannot

help. She is under the influence of debasing fears and superslitions,

and emphatically ‘ without God and without hope in the world.’ I

have witnessed companies of Chinese women collected together, but

seldom for wise or benevolent purposes. I have visited sick beds

and death beds
;
but those w'omen were not acquainted with the

consoling word and promises of God, to render the former more
easv, or to enlighren the latter with a ray of hope for the future.

Contrasted with them what comforts and consolation do Christian

females po.ssess!

“ It is an important question, what can be done for the im|)rove-

ment of the circumstances of Chinese females in the present state of

China Proper? I’here are systems of exclusion and seclusion there,

w'hidi prevent at present much being actually attempted Ibr then;
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iniprovcmeiit. Moreovor tlie sex is generally ami greatly despised.

A'erv few females in ('Inna can either read or write.

“ In a missionarv station without China Proi)er, it has been pleas-

ing to witness for some years the gradual decline of j)rejudice against

female education. The first attempts to obtain girls for instriictioji

^ere unsuccessful. At pre.scnt there are several schools in which

children are reading Christian hooks exclusively. The books

taught are Dr. Alllne’s tract, a dialogue between two friends, one a

convert to Christianity, and the other a heatlien; and tracts by Mr.

Collie and JMr. Medhurst, containing chiefly statements of Christian

doctrine.*. The chief result of these schools at present is a decline

of prejudice in the minds of children and people. As yet no con-

verting influence has been perceived; but the Lord will bless his

word and instruction given out of it in due season.

“ It is consoling and cheering, to the hearts of all who now labor

for their good, resting on the sure word ot promise, to anticipate the

time when idolatry and the kingdom of Satan will he overthrown in

t hina ;
when the system of seclusion will he done away, and when

the Chinese female will bear her part in society, and be reaily H>

devote her enlightened mind and her sanctified talents, to the glory

of the Savior who has redeemed her.

“May God pour down upon his jicople a spirit ot prayer on their

behalf, and send laborers into this fiehl, influenced by the lo\e ot

(dirist and wholly given nj) to his cause, not counting their lives dear

unto them that thev may advance it, and may Christian female in-

struction keep pace with all the other improvements of the age.”

Aut. lAtcrary intcUigtnrc. Foreign presses vi China; poetry

of the (Jhinese, <S’e.; contribution to an historical sketch of the

iloniaiiists at Macao; and the Anglochinese kalendar for

1. European presses in China. With respect to the foreign presses

in China, hut tew chanaes worthy of nrttice have taken place during

the last twelve months. The honorable company’s press continues in

operation at Afacao, being cliiefly employed, we believe, with Mr.

Medhurst’s dictiotiary of the Fuhkeen dialect. The Albion press,

which was interdicted last .Tune by Portuguese authority in Macao,

has been removed to Canton, and is at |»resent employed on a

commercial guide. The oldest press in Canton, which has sent forth

six volumes of the ‘ Register,’ has -not only maintained its own

ground, hut has united with itself that of the late ‘ Courier.’ This

latter paper was discontinued early last summer; and the ‘Register,’

since the commencement of the current year, has appeared every

week, instead of semi-monthly as formerly. Our own establish-

ment cotitinucs in statu quo, except some small additions to the

foiiLs of types, which in Chinese words will enable us to mark the
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intonations, &c. Thus in the course of the year five printing estab-
ishinents have been rediioed to four, one of which is in Macao, and
three in Canton. Tliere are. also two lithographic presses in Canton

;

at Macao, and connected with the college of St. Joseph, there is also

a Portuguese press, which is furnished with a font of Chinese mov-
able types. From these presses several small publications have been
issued during the year.

2. On the poetry of the Chinese, (from the royal Asiatic transac-

tions,) to which are added, translations and detached pieces. By
Jolin Francis Davis, F. R. S. &c., president for the East India com-
pany in China. Macao, 1834. pp. 199, octavo.

In a prefatory note to this little volume, Mr. Davis says: “Sev-
eral applications for the treatise on poetry, which could not be- sup-

plied m this country, led to the reprint (without publication,) of a
limited number of copies : and the unusual facilities afi’orded by the

possession of a font of Chinese types, occasioned some additions

being made at the close of the original work.” These consist of

exti'acls from an unpublislied journal of the embassy to Peking in

181 G; extracts from the historical romance of the San kwh or tliree

states
;
notes on homicides ;

and stanzas on the cave of Camoens.

3. Contribution to an historical sketch of the Roman catholic

church at Macao ; and the domestic and foreign relations of Macao.
By A. L., Knt. Canton

; 1834. pp. 53, duodecimo.

Both this and the work of Mr. Davis, we hope soon to bring more
fidly before the readers of the Repository. 4Va regret that in both

these cases only a ‘ limited ’ number of copies have been printed.

4. The Anglochinese Kalendar for the year of the Christian era,

1831: corresjionding to the year of the Chinese cycle era 4471, or

the 31st year of the 7-5th cycle of sixty; being the 14th year of the

reign of Taoukwang. Printed at the Albion press, Canton, pp. 36.

' This work, the first of the kind ever printed in China, has appear-

ed regularly for three successive years: the edition for 1832 was

accompanied by a Companion; but the number of copies being small

they were all soon disposed of, and none can now be obtained. To
snjiply this deficiency the compiler has undertaken a ‘ Commercial

Guide,’ which will be publislied in the course of the summer and be-

fore the business of the ensuing season will commence.

-\rt. VI. Journal of Occurrences. Visit of governor I.oo and

others to the foreign factories ; the hoppo's lady ; new fooyxten ;

military reviews ; the tall soldier ; death ofprisoners ; remains of

chancellor Le. Peking; recall of governor IjC ; death of a

Ricrman embassador.

May l«t. Ill continuing this part of our work, we propose to arrange the local

Qccurrences whieli come uuder our notice, in ehronolegical order, and tlien
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add the latest and most interesting items which appear in the gazettes, subjoining

any other facts whicli come to our knowledge and are worthy of notice concern-

ing China and tlie adjacent countries. Could such a record of events be made
tolerably complete, it would aid our readers very much in their endeavors to ac-

quire a correct knowledge of the present condition of the Chinese empire, and the

neighboring countries.—The month has commenced with a quiet state of public

atfairs, and the season promising fair for the husbandman, than which nothing is

more agreeable to the Chinese community. In some parts of tlie city there is

much sickness, especially among the poor ; and we hear that there have been a few
cases of small-pox in neigliboring villages. Vaccination at the hong merchants’

public hall is continued as usual by Hequa. A report has been current to-day that

governor Loo will visit the factory of the honorable company to-morrow.

Saturday, May 2d. Visit of the Governor, Sfc. Foreigners residing at Canton
rarely have an opportunity of seeing the high provincial officers, and are the more
desirous therefore of improving any such opportunity, when it does occur. The
rulers of this land stand aloof, far above the common people, who seldom see their

‘ political fathers' except in state, and are then wont to look up to them with great

awe and veneration. There has been only now and then a governor, or any other

officer of high rank, who has deigned to visit the foreign factories. For several

years no such visit has been paid, except that of Choo, the late fooyuen, who three

years ago came to wreak his vengeance on the hong merchants and linguists, be-

cause they had allowed a few feet of earth to be added to the company’s garden,

without the express permission of the emperor.
Nine o'clock was the hour (according to rumor,) for the governor to make his

appearance. Long before that time, the gate of the factory w as thrown open and
a naiTow strip of scarlet cloth hung over it, and two lictors stationed near to guard
the entrance. All the members of the factory, except an individual or two, being
absent from Canton, the hong merchants and linguists had made preparation for

the reception of his excellency, and had fitted up the principal hall with chairs in

tlie Chinese style, and in an adjoining room had spread a table in the European
manner. All things being thus in readiness, a few vaporing runners from the hoppo’s
office, whether by order or instigation of others we cannot tell, undertook to make
themselves masters of the rooms of the factory, and rudely closed one door after

another, asserting that no foreigner could be permitted to see the ‘great men.’
But they had already carried themselves too high, and the gentlemen of the fac-

tory with a better grace than humor, (which however was most pardonable and
well befitting such an occasion,) soon directed them to their proper stations down
stairs. All was now quiet till past 1 o’clock, when the sound of the gong and
the cry of heralds, (not unlike the howling of dogs,) announced the approach of
an (jfficer. This was the tseangkeun, or general commandant of the city of Can-
ton, a Tartar officer of high rank. He w’as borne by four men in a sedan, and was
accompanied by a small retinue, consisting of servants, soldiers, and [letty officers.

These were all Tartars, and most of them were from the north of China. A son
of Mars with a heavy gong (for no drum and fife are found here among the milita-

ry,) led the. van ;
next came two men with large bamboos, followed by four others

hearing chains in their hands, and these by others with whips; then came two of-

ficers riding on ponies, and behind them w'as a kind of standard bearer carrying in

his hands a /os«H, in shape resembling a paraisol, but very high and broad; then
followed other officers and soldiers, and close after them Hafnngah, the general.
Most of the company w'ere unarmed; a few carried spears, and some had swords,
most of which were wooden ! As soon as the general reached the factory, he step-

]>ed from his sedan, and ascended to the ball. Being acejuainted with one of the
senior hong merchante, he called him upstairs and entered with him into brisk con-
versation, while waiting for the governor and the other officers.

At length a lieutenant-general arrived, and the hong merchant retired. Next
came the hoppo, and shortly after another lieutenant-general. These three offi-

cers were also Tartars, as were most of their attendants. While waiting for the
governor, they took their seats in the verandah, and sat opposite to each other, two
against two, leaving the highest seat on the left vacant. No one sat in their pre-
sence, or spoke with them; they noticed no one, or any object except a camera
obscura which stood near them. It was now near three o’clock, when the go-
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vernor’s approach was announced. Like all the others, lie was borne in a sedan,
carried by eight men, which was twice the number allowed to either ot the others;
and his whole train was nearly in the same proportion. When his c\cellcucy
came in I’ront of the factories, the soldiers which had preceded him opened to the
right and lettin two lines and knelt as he passed. From his sedan, he was curried
in an open chair to the head of the stairs, where the hoppo stood wailing to re-

ceive him. Thk ceremony was performed on the part of the latter odicer. bv
bending the knee and raising and extending both hands nearly in the attitude of
supplication, while the governor but slightly bent the knee and extended both his

hands to snp[)ort and raise him up. Then, the governor leaning on the,arm of a
friend, they moved through the hall into the verandah, when the three militarv offi-

cers advanced, and each in his turn saluted his excellency much in the same way
that the hoj)[io had done. The next point was to determine who should move first

tothe seats. They finally moved nearly all together; but when there, a more diffi-

cult question was to determine who should sit first and in the highest place. The
governor insisted that the general, as all the othei's had declined, should occupy
the left hand see.t, the |)lace of honor, and he himself be considered as the host.

To this the Tartar yielded.

When finally sealed, which was no very easy or speedy matter as each was
careful not to incline faster than the. others, they appeared unreserved, familiar, and
talkative. The governor wa,s rather tall and .stout, but there was nothing to dis-

tinguish his face from that of any other Chinese In the appearance of the general

there was nothing Chinese; his face was narrow and thin, his no.se aquiline, and
liis person tall and spare. The two lieutenants were fine portly looking men. But
in the dimensions of his beard, and the appearance of having been well fed. no
one present equaled the ‘ gr.ind hoppo. ’ They were all aged, and the governor
and general not less than sixty. They were rather plainly and very similarly

dressed, in a dark flowered silk robe, worn over another which xvas longer and
of a lighter blue. On the hreast and back, was a brilliant piece of embroidery
which was wrought into tigers and other national einhlerns indicative of dignity.

Their ca])s were surmounted with buttons; liiose of the governor and geneial

were of a hi-ight red stone, the badge of the highest rank in China. Some of tlicir

caps were ornamented with a peacock’s feather. 'J’he first thing that followed

their being seated was a rrfresliineni of birdsnests’ soup, |ireseiited by one
of the hong merchants. Then was exhibited a enrions scene of washing faces.

Tea and pipes followed; the governor all the time making free use of his snufl-

box. The party now rose and walked to the side of the verandah which faces

the river, and the hoppo in right good humor pointed out tothe others the lireach

which liad been made in the garden by his worthy colleague Choo. in 183J.

From the garden they turned their attention to the din.ing hall and took their

seats aroutid the table, much to the ainnsement of tlicmselves and others. Their
use of knives and forks, instead of chopsticks,’ was not the most graceful; one
look a slice of cake upon his fork, and not comprehending the advantages of a

knife, held it up and nibbled it in true Knickerliocker style; another mistook Ins

saucer for a plate and went on accordingly. But the repast was soon finished.

They then walked to ttie large hall and took a look at the portraits of George the

fourth and of lord .Vmherst, and forthwith descended the stairs, entered their se-

dans, and the visit ended.

Such were the chief particulars of tlie visit of these ‘great men' to the foreign

factories. All that we witnessed on the occasion did not serve in the least to

heighten onr ideas of the intelligence, enterprise, or energy of these high function-

aries. There was nothing business like in their appearance or deportment, and

the impression w as left strong on the mind of many of the spectators that the olfi-

cial duties of these men must devolve chiefly on their servants. Lnteiprise

and activity are (pialities lightly esteemed in a Chinese officer, wliose path of duty

is so perfectly marked out before him that no scope i> left for any high minded,

public spirited, enterprising men ; each and all of them, whatever may he their iii-

elination or genius, must be contented to become mere imitators. It is sad indeed

to think that twenty-six millions of human beings are tinder the authority of a man
like him who now' governs the two provinces of Kwangtnng and Kwangse: for

though a mild and well disposed person, yet what hope is-fhere that he can or will

reform the multifarious abttses in tlie lower offices throughout these provinces.'
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What hope is there tliat any attempts to enlighten tlie public mind, difl'iisc nsernl

knowledge, or introduce any of the improvements of the age will meet the ap|)ro-

bation and support of such a man ? Ills opinion of foreigners was fully expressed

last summer in a pid)lic document, wherein he declared that the “ foreigners are

naturally crafty and deceitful.” That |iroelamation, like many others evcti more
ilisgracefni, was sent forth to the people, to be read in their streets and their market
places, thus sanctioning by the highest authority of the land save that at Peking,

the scorn, the contempt, and the distrust which too many of the natiresof Canton
have long cherished towards foreigners.

Mnudai/, 4th. The hojypo's lachj. It has been rumored to-day that the hoppo’s lac'y

came yesterday incognito to sec the foreign factories. At what hour or from w hat

point herladyship took her view we do not know. Probably she did not enter tl e

factories, for such a step would at once have given notoriety to the visit, and
attracted crowds of the po|iulace. Such visits are few’ and far between. We
know one instance, in whicli a lady of some distinction, two or three year.s ago,

paid a visit to the factories; she was from the nortli on a visit to Canton : accom-
panied by a female friend, and two or three female servants, she set out in her se-

dan. reached the door of the factory, ascended the stairs, entered the sitting room,
examined its furniture, (pnrticnlarlj' its mirrors, tables, and sideboard,) and then

after seating herself for a few moments on one of the sofas, descended the stair>

and retired in the same manner that she came. She had small feet, (so says our
informant,) was w ell habited, and appeared easy and genteel in her manners.

Friday, 9th. lie, the new fitoyum. Late last evening it was reported here that

Kekung, dhe new' fooyuen hud arrived in the vicinity of the Fah te (Ilwa te) and
would make his entrance into tho provincial city to-day. Ilis boat pas.sed the fac-

tories about noon, and at i o’clock ‘ he ascended the shore’ under a salute of three

guns, and was received by the governor, the general commandant, and other offi-

cers; with the usual honors due to his rank. For four years. Ke has held the office

offooyuen in the province of Kwangse, and has come hither with a good reputa-

tion for probity and firmness; he is about sixty years of age; has long been em-
ployed in the service of the government

;
and at one time held the office of cen-

sorin Peking. He. is a native of the province of Shanse.

Monday, 12th. On receiving the seals of his office, three days ago, Kekung the
fooyuen entered immediately upon the duties of his new' station Ye.«terdav. he
received the congratulations of the inferior local officers and of the jirincipal native
merchants of Canton, and went in per.son to pay his respects to the gods of his

country. His idolatry is set forth in very plain terms in the Canton court circu-

lar of yesterday. W'e give a short extract that our readers may judge of it for

themselves. 'Phe fooyuen went out early in the morning and repaired to the
holy temple of Confucius; to the temple of the military god, Kwanfootsze ; to

the temple of the divine moralist Wanchung; to the temple of the dragon king,
the god of the sea; to the temple of teen how, ‘ heaven’s ipieen ;

’ to the temple of
the god of the city, chinghwang; to the temple of the god of the wind; to the
temple of the god of fire: on the altars of each of which he burned incense."

Such is the announcement in the court circular.

From having thus visited eight temples in one morning, and propitiated the
gods of peace and war; of the land and the sea; of the wind and the fire, he
wishes, it would appear, to be considered a religious man. He worshiped his

deceased fellow creatures, men and women; but, in Canton, no ! not in all China,
could he find an altar to the Cod that made him; the Creator of the. universe.
Yet the Chinese are u sagacious, w ise people enough, in this world’s allairs; ami
he of whom we now speak is not one of the ignorant vulgar, but a Chinese philo-

sopher and magistrate of the land, 'rids is “natural religion. ” But is this so ra-

tional and excellent as to make “revealed religion’^unnece.ssary ' Saj-. ye deists,

who rob the Bible, and falsely call the know ledge thence e'erived your ow n.

Monday, 19th. Military recicirs. Governor Loo set out this evening on a tour
for the purpose of inspecting the imperial troops in the northern departments
of this province near the Ulciling; from hence he expects to go to Shuouking.
The fooyuen and other officers came and took leave of him at Teenlsze .Matow.
the landing place, where his excellency embarked a little before sun.set. The
boat prepared for his reception was plain, but neatly fitted up and ornamented'
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with variou« insignia of his rank and office. The number of officers, which com-
posed his retinue, was small, being no more than six, exclusive of those who be-
longed to his domestic establishment. It is expected that he will be absent seve-
ral weeks and visit Macao before his return to Canton.

In the Chinese government there is a great deal of visiting officially. Officers
freijuentiy assemble and proceed from place to place in state, which keeps them
perpetually before the people. This morning his excellency rose at an early
hour as usual, and in order to be in readiness for his tour, proceeded immediately
to the fooyueii’s; joined in the trial of five men for robbery; sentenced them to
immediate death

;
requested the death warrant, received it, and cut olf the men's

heads before breakfast. Of these five human beings, whose lives were thus de-
stroyed by the law, no more notice is taken in the court circular than if they had
been dogs.

The tail soldier. A military officer from one of the most eastern departments of
this province recently arrived in this city, and brought with him a soldier seven
chill (or cubits) high. The chih is 14| English inches. Governor Loo having
heard of ll'oo Keuntsc, (this is the name of the soldier,) ordered him yesterday to

come to hjs palace ; he did so ; and his excellency gave him a button for his cap,

two pieces of cloth, and ten dollars in money ; he gave the same sura likewise to

the patsung, or sublieutenant, ivho brought the soldier to the city.—This item of
intelligence is taken from one of the slips of red paper which are circulated with
the Canton court circular, oryuenpaou. The following fact is also from the same
source, and was received at the same time with the preceding.

Death of prisoners. It is reported that of five hundred banditti in the prisons

in Nanshaou, three hundred have recently sickened and died. Nanshaou in-

cludes the departments of Nanheung and Shaouchow in the northern part of this

province.

Thursday22d. The remains of chancellor Le. The ling kew or remains of the late

literary chancellor of Canton, who hanged himself a few months ago, were
carried out of the city and sent on their way to his native district in the pro-

vince of Kweichow. They xvere attended by the fooyuen, who accompanied
them beyond the eastern gate, to do them honor. It is strange that the material-

ists of China employ the words ling hew, an encoffined soul or spirit, to denote

the mortal remains of a human being.

PEKixG.-The death of a Burraan envoy at the court of Taoukwang; the recall of

the late governor Le and his associate Lew Yungking from banishment; and the

death of the late third minister Footseun, who died aged 86, are the most interest-

ing items of news which we have to notice in the gazettes. It is conjectured by
some Chine.se in Canton that Le will be again placed in authority.

Death of the Burinan envoy. It is a law of China, that official people shall

always quote the law according to which they act; in pursuance of which the

lepoo or board of rites and pro|)riety say, it is their duty to report the event and

solicit the imperial compassion. It devolves on the board of public works to pro-

vide a coffin. The board of revenue must give a piece of red satin and two pieces

of white cloth, five cubits long. The nuyko or privy council must determine on

the form of sacrificial prayer. The sacrificial utensils must be provided from the

Kvvangluh temple. The incense and candles, and paper offerings must be supplied

from the Taeching temple. And from the Hungloo temple one officer must be

deputed to read the sacrificial prayer, and another be sent to the envoy's dwelling

to offer sacrifice. This is the law or rule when a waekwo kungsze, ‘foreign na-

tion’s tributary envoy,’ dies at Peking.

The name of the deceased w;as Neenctcyaykungnayata. Into how many parts this

long name should be divided; or whether divideci at all, the Chinese characters

do not indicate. He was third commissioner. His tw'O seniors do not wish to

carry his remains back to Burmah and therefore the board ask the emperor wheth-

er he mav be interred in a piece of ground belonging to the Mohammedan post

house, outside the Cheouyang gate, and w hether they may give to the funeral IJOl)

taels of silver, as the late emperor Keiiking did to that of a Cochinchinese embas-

sador, who died at Peking: and a Siamese envoy who died at Canton. The
principal Bimnan envoy's name is Meimavatsakeosing.
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